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HAD A BULLET
FOR PRESIDENT
Radical Socialist Arrested
on Suspicion.
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT IS IN IDAHO
The Presbyterians Still In Session Peruvian
Gunboat Sunk in Ocean.
Walla Walla, Wash., May 26. Joseph Becker, a radical socialist, was arrested on suspicion of Intention of killing the president.
He is accused of having remarked
in Pendleton, Ore., last week, that he
had a bullet for President Roosevelt
and another for Emperor William. He
left for Walla Walla with his rifle, and
his Pendleton employer, Pat Kline, followed him here and notified the police.
He was arrested, and later his rifle
was found cached in a farmer's barn
along the line of march. Becker is a
Swiss, and the police believe a tragedy
was narrowly averted.
PRESIDENT DISTURBED.
But He Did Not Show Himself to the
People.
Wallace, Idaho, May 26. President
Roosevelt's rest wa disturbed by a
noisy demonstration
at Starbuck,
Washington, early this morning. His
train pulled Into that place at 12:30
o'clock. The president and all the
members of his party had retired, but
they were awakened by the discharge
of fire arms of various sizes, the blowing of horns and shouting of people.
The secret service officer on duty did
all h could to stop the racket, but the
people refused to be quiet, even going
to the length of knocking on the windows of the cars. The demonstration
kept up until the train left. The president did not show himself.
SPRUNG

A LEAK.

And Sunk in
Crew Picked
Up by Passing Vessel.
Plymouth, England, May 26. The
Mid-Ocea- n

the penman," but who falls a long way
from it, was charged with forgery.
Frank forged C. Roma's endorsement
on a $15 check on the Bank of Commerce. When asked if he did he jaid
Roma told him to, but C. Roma, who
lives in old town, said he didn't. The
case went to the grand Jury and Chaves will browse In Jail for the $500
londs which he cannot get.
A bilious looking young man was
fined $5 and costs for breach of the
peace.
A compositor,
with more money
than brains, was charged with being
so loaded with fire water that he troubled people on Second street, and had
to le taken in. Five dollars was what
he paid the city.
Valise Thieves.
William Mace, a one eyed man, who
is a hollermaker, and Charles Weir, a
laundry man who is too lazy to work,
were charged with larceny on a warrant sworn out by Special Officer Barton, of the Santa Fe. Last night they
stole a small valise and overcoat from
Harry Koerler on the platform of the
El Paso train. Koerber, who Is a barber, was en route to the Pass city. He
had left his grip and overcoat on the
platform and Mac?, r!th his one eye
had seen him. He collared the barber's
outfit and together with his partner
they hiked to the crib on Third street
and deposited It. Special Officer Barton saw Koerber later, and with Officer Knapp they nabbed the two worthies as they were coming out of the
crib.
They both said they were guilty, but
were drunk.
Judge Crawford held
them under $500 bonds each for the
grand jury. The officers who arrested them say they were sober enough to
know what they were doing.

Peruvian gunloat Loretto sprung a
leak forty miles northeast of the Scllly
islands yesterday evening and sank in
an hour. The crew were picked up by
THE PRESBYTERIANS.
a French traveler and were landed at
Plymouth today. The Loretto is a new
vessel. She left Liverpool May 23 for They Heard Report of the Board of
Home Missions.
Para, Brazil.
Los Angeles, Cal., Cal., May 26 The
commissioners to the Presbyterian
POLICE COURT.
general assembly gathered at Imman-ue- l
church promptly at 10 o'clock 4hls
morning for the opening session of
Paul Waizenegger, a Wife Deserter, what promised to be a busy day.
After the usual preliminary ceremony of prayer and song the assemBound Over to Grand Jury,
bly was called to order by Moderator
coyle and the report of the board of
home missions was taken up.
SEVERAL HEARINGS.
The important subject of home missions and its corollary evangelical
Judge Crawford's court was the work among the churches occupied the
morning session.
scene of much activity this morning.
Paul Waizenegger, who is as mean
Will Investigate Massacre.
as his name is long, pleaded guilty of
Odessa, May 26. Chief officials of
deserting his sick wife, and was held
the district military court of this city
for the grand jury under $500 bonds.
Waizenegger came here some six have started for Klscheneff. This is
months ago for the benefit of his con- taken to Indicate that the government
means to try those persons who took
sumptive wife, and went to housekeeping on Lead avenue. He secured work part In the massacre before a military
in the shops. In the meantime he fell tribunal, which alone has power to inflict capital punishment.
In with another woman and led a double life. His wife didn't seem to grow
any lietter and he decided to fly with
FUG DAY.
his partner In vice. So several days
ago he resigned and asked General
Foreman O. D. Buzzell, of the shops, Gov. Otero Issues
Proclamation for
for tw passes for Chicago, stating
that he and his wife wanted to leave
Monday, June 15.
Albuquerque. The passes were giver
him and everything looked rosy for his
departure.
However, a cog slipped
SCHOOL DIRECTORS' ELECTION.
somewhere, and when he boarded No.
S train last night for Chicago with his
good looking partner, Assistant City
In pursuance of a commendable cusMarshal Cooper and Officer Stewart tom becoming established
amon th
nabbed him on a warrant charging states and territories of the
union, I
him with desertiou. He looked ugly nereoy proclaim Monday, June
15,
when taken by the officers, and his 1903, as Flag Day, and
partner had so much love for him that that the day be observed recommend
by all patshe didn't even stop over to see how he riotic and liberty-lovincitizens of the
was coming out, but went on with No territory in 3ueh exercises and cere8 for the east.
monies as may be in harmonv with
Mrs. Waizenegger, who is a frail, the general character of the day.
I
delicate looking woman, was In court would suggest that all schools of ttie
and her sorrow was pitiful to behold. territory observe this day In exercises
He had about $180 on him when arrest- of a patriotic nature, and that citizens.
ed and had left his better half penni- merchants and public officers in all
less. The most Waizenegger can get cities and towns, decorate their homes.
is a year in jail. Ho deserves tar and places of business and public buildings
feathers and ten years iu Jail, too. witu the Stas an1 Stripes on the
Such brutes deserve no better fate.
commemorative occasion.
Other Offenders.
Done at the executive office In the
Frank Chaves, who thinks he is "Jim city of Santa Fe, this the 19th day of

May, A. D. 1903. Witness my hand
and the great seal of the territory of
M. A. OTERO.
New Mexico.
Governor of New Mexico.
By the Governor:
J. W . RAYNOLDS.
Secretary of
New Mexico.
School Directors' Election.

26

started this morning, owing to the Interdiction of the French and Spanish
governments.
Many contestants withdrew and
some of them proceeded leisurely.
Death
Marcel Remault. one of the Injured
contestants, had a sinking spell early
this morning. Later, however, he revived and renewed hope was held out
for his recovery. The other Injured
persons are progressing favorably.

FATALLYJJURED
Samuel O'Bannon Meets

in a Coal Mine.
There having arisen some confusion
in the minds of the public school officials as to the date of the election of
directors, Col. J. Franco Chaves, su- IS "TERRIBLE TERRY" WEAKENING?
perintendent of public Instruction, today addressed a circular letter to all
county school superintendents saying: A Traveling Passenger Agent Com"Your attention Is called to the fact
that no change was made by the recent
mits Suicide at Los Angeles.
legislature in the law regulating the
election of district school directors.
The said election will take place on CLEVELAND WILL ATTEND MASS MEETIN6
the first Monday in June, as usual,
when one director must be elected in
each district. Please see to It that all
Special to The Citizen.
directors under your jurisdiction give
Algodones. N. M., May 26.
proper heed to their duties in the
Samuel O'Bnnnon of Albuquerque N
premises, and when the returns have
was hurt In a coal mine at Hagan
been received by you kindly supply
on line of the Santa Fe Central
this office with a complete list of the
road, yesterday, and died last
directors serving in the- respective
night.
districts of your county."
N
An inquest will be held at Al- godones today.
DEATH OF J. W. GERTIG.
X
No further particulars were re- Passes Away at Hi Old Ohio Home
ceived
Louis O'Bannon.
here.
From Heart Trouble.
father, received a telegram last N
Miss Nettle Gertlg, who is employed
night, informing him that his son
at O. A. Matson's on Railroad avenue,
Samuel, ha t been hurt, but a
received a telegram this morning an- N later telegram to The Citizen N
nouncing the death of her father in
tells of his death. Mr. O'Ban- Mansfield, O., from rheumatism of tiiC
non left this morning on No. 2
heart.
X passenger
train for Algodones, N
Mr. Gertlg and wife left this city
and will no doubt bring the re- several weeks ago to attend the funer
mains to this city tonight.
al of a son, and he left here apparentThe deceased was about 32
ly well. The deceased was about 65
years of aga; well known here,
years old and Is survived by a wife,
and has a wife and three children
three daughters and two sons, one of
S
living In Old Town.
being
them
Ed Gertig. carpenter for
W. W. Strong, the contractor. The re
mains will probably be burled in
TERRY M'GOVERN
Mansfield. The family have the symSuffering With Malaria, and of Course,
pathy of the community.
Out of Condition.
New York, May 26. Terry McGov-erDEADLY
TORPEDO.
will not be in cordition to fight
Abe Attel at Fort E.
on Memorial
nay, and Sam Harris, tils manager, has
asked Manager Hermann, of the CanTragic End of Little Renato, Son of adian club, for a two weeks' postpone,
ment. McOovern, who has been trainMr. anif Mrs. A. Morell'.
ing here. Is slek with malaria. Manager Harris says he can get him In
condition to fight In two weeks after
FUNERAL TOMORROW M0RNIN6.
next Saturday, If he can get the match
put off until that time.
Yesterday afternoon at 5:30 o'clock
8H0T HIMSELF.
In the alley running south of the Los
Ill
Caused Dickinson to Take
Health
Angeles rooming house on South Third
His Own Life.
street Renato Morelll. the
Los Angeles, May 26. Thomas H,
son of Mr. and Mrs. A. Morelll, was
killed almost instantly by the explos- Dickinson, traveling passenger agent
ion of a railroad torpedo, with which for the Santa Fe railroad, suicided at
bis home in this city yesterday by
he had been playing.
Mr. and Mrs. Morelll conduct the shooting. He was 43 years of age.
Los Angeles house, and the unfortu- Prolonged 111 health Is the cause.
nate boy had been playing In the alley
Cleveland Will Attend.
during the afternoon with other boys
New York, May 26. Grover Cleveof the neighborhood. It is supposed
has telegraphed to the committee
that he found the torpedo in the al- land
ley, where it had been carelessly In charge that he will be present at
thrown. It was the small kind used the mass meeting tomorrow evening
by the railroads to signal trains of at Carnegie hall in aid of the Jews w ho
danger ahead. The railroad tornedo suffered by the Klscheneff massacre.
is about the size of a half dollar piece
AUTOMOBILE
RACE.
made or tin or brass, and contains
The Bloody Race Stopped by the Govsome powerful explosive matter.
Strange to relate none of the boy's
ernment.
Paris, May 26 The second stretch
playmates were near w hen the explos-slooccurred, but It is thought, as of the Paris automobile race was not
the accident occurred directly ovei
the Irou cover of a sewer manhole,
DEMIN6 SANITARIUM.
that the boy placed the little round instrument of death on the manhole can
and hit it with a stone or some other
hard substance.
Dr. Mayfield and
A piece of the tin cover of the torpedo entered his left breast Just above
Waddell Attend Meeting.
the nipple, and entered the cavity containing the heart. This piece caused
death. A second piece cut his left
ENTHUSIASTIC OVER CLIMATE.
wrist and a third mangled the thumb
ot his right hand. This last wound Is
Special to The Citizen.
fair proof that the torpedo was explodX
Deming, N. M., May 26. Dr.
ed from a blow delivered with the
Mayfield, who is interested in the
right hand.
big sanitarium project for Dem- The boy after the explosion ran
Ing, and who attended a mass- through a gate into the vard back of
meeting of citizens of Deming
the Los Angeles house and almost In
to the house before he fell. The body
here last Friday, has returned to
was lifeless when picked up a few
St. Ixwls, being called suddenly
back to that city to attend an im- moments later. He uttered but one
cry of pain, and that Just before he
portant surgical operation on one
of his wealthy patients.
fell.
Major Waddell, who Is also In- Dr. Elder, the city physician, residing Just across the street, was hastily
terested in the sanitarium, re- summoned, but an examination found
mains at Demiiig, and will en- life extinct.
thuse the pei.ple of this town as
to the Importance of such a big
The bereaved family are prominent
members of the Italian colonv of this
enterprise to be established In
city, and niuch sympathy Is expressed
their midst.
for the sorrow-strickeMajor Waddell was formerly
parents.
The funeral services will bo held at
congressman fmiu Missouri; a
the Church of Immaculate Conception N man of the very highest stand- tomorrow morning at 9:30 o'clock, anil
Ing and honor, generally looked
all friends of the family are invited to
up to ami loved by the people of
attend. The funeral cortege, under
Ills state, and others. He Is the
the supervision of O. W. Strong Sons,
president of the National Sani- undertakers, will leave the home. No.
tarium and Colony association,
312 South Third street, at 9 o'clock
and Is moi-- t enthusiastic, as was
sharp.
Interment will be In Santa
also Dr. Mayfield. over the ell- Barbara cemetery. The Italian brass
mate and advantages generally
band, of which Mr. Morelll Is a memof Deming.
ber, will render the music.
-

Will Not Consolidate.
New York, May 26. It was learned
from official sources today that the

proposed merger of the National Bank
of Commerce in New York, and the
Western National bank will not take
place.
"BEEF TRUST" CASE.
Restrained from Combining
Against the People.
Chicago, May 26. Judge Grosscup,
in the federal- - court today, entered the
final order in the "beef trust" case,
restraining the packers from combining to regulate the trade. The order
covers all the points In the previous
decision and is regarded as a complete
victory for the government. An appeal
will be taken.

THE ELEMENTS
A T THEIR WORK
Tornads Wrecks Town Near
Des Moines, Iowa.
NEBRASKA AND KANSAS IN THE PATH

Diamond Cs Win.
The first bowling match in the Albuquerque league took place at the
Sunnyslde alleys in Old Town last
evening.
The Diamond Cs and Owls were opposed to each other. The Diamond Cs
were out to win, and win they did by
three games to one for the Nlghtowls.
The two teams will meet again next
Tuesday evening, when Darby A. Day,
manager of the New York Life In
surance company in this city, will be
with the Owls. The highest Individual score made last evening was 200.
D. A. Ortega, who is a general merchant of Belen, Is in the city today
goods from the local
purchasing
wholesale merchants.

ANDREWS

AT

EL

PASO.

With Fanatical Insurgents.
Des Moines, Iowa, May 26. Buxton,
a small town fifty miles southeast of
Des Moines, was partially wiped out
by a tornado at 9:30 o'clock today.
Two persons were killed outright, seven fatally injured and many others
more or less seriously Injured. The
dead; Herbert Rhodes, George Blake- ly. Fatally injuied: Mrs. Mary Rhodes,
Addison Rhodes, John Blakeley.
State Hospital Struck.
Glenwood, Iowa, May 26. A tornado
struck the state hospital for feeble
minded at this place last night. 1 wo
persons, Maggie Barnes, aged 11, and
Hazel Wright, aged 10, were killed.
Eleven were Injured, but all will re
cover.
The old dormitory building
and the lower bouse were blown down.
All the buildings were damaged
more or less. Local physicians went
to the scene from Des Moines to assist in taking care of the injured. The
wires are down and details are
meager.
Cloudburst at Abilene.
Abilene, Kan., May 26. A cloudburst struck the northern part of this
county last night. Mud creek from
Abilene to Manchester was flooded and
great damage to crops done. The flood
reached heta after mijnlt.t, Inundat
ing
of the city and damaging
much property.
Cellars and lower
floors were flooded. No lives were
lost. The water was the highest in
twenty years.
Wind Storm at Omaha.
Omaha, Neb., May 26. A heavy rain
and wind storm early today caused
some damage In Omaha. Three tracks
at the union station were rendered
useless, and an engine pulling the
Union Pacific fast mail east bound was
derailed by the soft tracks, blocking
west boun trains. In the southwestern portion of the city several houses
were unroofed. No one reported hurt,
Tornado at Hasting.
Lincoln, Neb., May 26. A special
from Hastings, Neb., says: A tornado
fctruck Hastings early today, wreck
ing many residences and damaging
No deaths
several business blocks.
are reported. Nine persons were kill
ed at Davey and heavy damage Is said
to have been done at Valparaiso and
Raymond. Nj one was killed at the
two last named towns.
one-thir-

There to Make Traffic Arrangements
With El Paso & Northeastern.
HIS BRIEF INTERVIEW.

Senator W. H. Andrews, president of
the Santa Fe Central railway, and
party who have been visiting the
points of Interest along the line in
New Mexico, were In El Paso yesterday.
When seen by an El Paso Herald
man Senator Andrews said:
"Everything In connection with the
railroad is moving along In nice shape
and we expect to be able to put the
line from Torrance to Santa Fe in op
eration by the first of July. The Albuquerque Eastern line we expect to
have finished by the first of the year.
"The others In the party, Col. A. J,
Lester, of Chicago; O. W. Delameter,
a bond broker of Pittsburg; A. O. C.
(Juay, son of Senator Quay, and B. W.
hohblns, general agent of the Denver
& Rio Grande at Santa Fe, N. M., have
no connection with the railroad, but
are out here to see a little of the beauties of the southwest.
"My reason for stopping over liere
today is to make final arrangements
with the El Paso & Northeastern for
rates and schedules to apply over that
line In connection with business from
off our line, and I have made very satisfactory arrangements with that line.
"We are all well pleased with the
trip and only wish that we could have
stayed in this section longer."
Some time ago the Herald announc
ed that the Denver & Rio Grande
would get Into this city by way of the
Santa Fe Central and the El Paso &
Northeastern lines, and when asked
to verify the statement Senator Andrews said:
"Yes, the Denver & Rio Grande will
operate Into this city over our line and
the El Paso & Northeastern. This will
mean a great deal for the city of El
Paso, as It will furnish a much shorter
line to the north and northwest than
Is at present In existence.
"The field opened up to El Paso by
the two lines will prove a great feeder
for the city. Our line opens up a very
rich cattle and agricultural country
and we also have some very rich copper mines located on the line and also
one smelter. This Is at San Pedro
and is used to smelt the copper ores
from the mines near that point,"
Dance Tomorrow Night.
Last dance of the season at the Com
mercial club tomorrow (Wednesday)
night. It will be a negligee affair.
Ice cream and cake will be served.
Mrs. P. G. Cornish, residing on the
Highlands, Is enjoying a visit from
her sister, Mrs. E. S. Clark of Pies- cott, Ariz.

at DenverBattle

Two Labor Conventions

Packer

n

n

NUMBER 46

1903

d

will

be constructed of adobe brick,
which, he claims, makes the house
adapted to the climate. The adobe
Is non conductive of heat and cold, and
can be made very attractive. The
adobes will be made on the ground
where the buildings are to be erected.
The cottages w'.U be built in colonies; first. Incipient; second, middle
pastage, and thlrd the
tients. Each colony will be Isolated
from the others.
The cottages will be one story and
each supplied with a porch and double
doors, bo that the patient may be
moved Into the open air and sun without leaving the cot.
The institution will begin with 200
beds, but that number will be Increased as demand requires.
The doctor says that a feature of his
sanitarium, which Is essential, will be
a herd of burros and ponies for his
patients to ride out in the open air.
Work on the new sanitarium will
begin right away, and a force of men
will start the brick making the first
of the month.
bed-ridde- n

LABOR MEASURES.

Ta

Be Considered by Organized Bodies

at Denver.
Denver, May 26. The Western Fed
eration miners' convention resumed
their session this morning and entered
upon preliminary work, the appointment of standing committees and the
like, preparatory to general business
of the day.
Two very Important
measures that will be considered by
the convention and American Labor
union are reimbursing members of la
bor unions who were thrown out of
employment by the recent strike, and
establishment by federation of
stores In places where there is
opposition to organliatlon. President
McDonald of the labor union will deliver his annual adilress this afternoon
and president Moyer of the miners tomorrow.
ALLEGED

City Marshal

Don't forget the lecture on Jamaica
.tonight at the Baptist church.
THE

SMITH SCHEME.

Has a Sanitarium Proposition for the
Mesa.
HE

MEANS BUSINESS.

Dr. Hugh Smith, recently of Kalama
zoo, Mich., said to a representative of
The Citizen this afternoon that it was

his intention to build a sanitarium for
the treatment of tuberculosis patients
on the mesa east of Albuquerque. He
yesterday bought forty acres of the
160 acre Lockhart tract of land lying
Just south of the Tljeras canyon road
and east of the University of New Mex
Ico. The forty acres is located on the
highest of the mesa foothills and
commands a fine view of the valley
and the city. It Is a fine site for a
sanitarium, conditions being most fa
vorable from a sanitary standpoint.
and the natural slope of the land affording excellent drainage.
The doctor's plans are to build a
small city ot cottages. The cottages

McMillan

Arrived This

Morning With His Three Men.

FANATICAL INSURGENTS.
They Battle With Uncle Sam's Soldiers
in the Philippines.
Manila, May 26. Lieutenant Javier,
commanding a force of constabulary
and volunteers, has defeated 200 fanatical Insurgents in the Island of
Cebu, killing sixty-eigh- t
of them and
capturing twenty-nine- .
The fight occurred In the mountains near Tabo-gaNo details have been received
and the government losses are not
known.

HERE.

ROBBERS

HEARING

TOMORROW.

City Marshal McMlllln arrived on
last night's belated train early this
morning from Florence, Colo., with
George Gibson. J. L. Lewis and James
Logan, who, it la alleged, cracked the
safe of S. Vann & Son In this city In
December last and got away with near
ly $6,000 worth of Jewelry. The marshal and his aide, H. B. Henlng, had
a pleasant trip.
The three prisoners were seen today
by The Citizen representative and it
was the same old story. Logan said
be bought the jewelry from an unknown man in Denver for $15 or $18;
that he was arrested In Pueblo for baring the goods, but got off by a writ of
habeas corpus. He halls from Montana
any says the other two men know
nothing alKiut the matter ot his buying
the goods. Gilson said he was here
short time ago, while Lewis said be
was never here. All claim to be Innocent as little lambs, and not much
stock can be taken from their talk as
all were very flippant.
When arrested by the Florenoe offic
ials nine rings and three watch charms
were found on them. Shortly after
these were stolen from the desk of the
chief of policy, together with what
money that was taken from them. Bo
that a watch case that had been sold
to a Florence party for $9 Is the only
evidence that Is now held against
tbem.. This watch case has the number of the one of the many that was
taken from the Vann safe.
The hearing will take place tomor
row.

The robbery of 8. Vann & Son was
the greatest that ever occurred in the
All three prisoners are
southwest.
young men.
i
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HUGHE8 ft McCREIGHT, Publishers
Them
W. T.

The prices of sheep and lambs are
going out of Mght. Another boom for
Editor
Huthea
MoCrelaht....MT. and City Editor the traders.

Published Dally and Weekly.
UNION

(ffiTLABEL

There seems to be no end of the output of undigested and undigestlble seThe Michigan curumber
curities.
glowers have Just formed a combine.

Wall street bucket shops are not doenough business Just now to pay
ing
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
all over
BERNALILLO COUNTY office expenses, and bankers
letting up their strict
country
are
the
OF
OFFICIAL PAPER
on trusted employes with a
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE watch
cavernous sigh of relief.

Diepatchee
RICHES ARE A BURDEN.
Circulation
Kven the very rich man has his
Circulation
Circulation tioubles if we are to believe the press
on Rockefeller's fortune. They say It
did not exist In 1870, and that It bemay
on
be found
Copies of thla paper
le at Washington In the office of our gan to be In 1872. That it was excluK. O. Biggers, till
pedal
sively an oil fortune fifteen years ago.
street N. W Washington D. C.
Today It Is In gas, In coal, in iron. In
Terms of Subscription.
railways, In copper. In lead. In steamDaily, by nail, one year, In adships, in banks. In hotels. In apartment
15.00 houses, in tenements. In all kinds of
vance
60 mortgages
Dally, by mail, one month
In fact, In everything. And
60 Its Income of more than $40,000,000 a
Dally, by carrier, one month
20 year has become a nightmare to Its
Dally, by carrier, one week
2X0 owner. Spend it, he could not If he
Weekly, by mall, one year
The Dally Cittxen will be delivered would. Give it away, he would not,
ta the city at the low rate of 20 cents fortunately for the spirit of manly In
per week, er for 60 cents per month, dependence. Let It lie Idle, he dare
when paid monthly. These rates are not, for so much Idle capital upplling
less than those of any other dally pa- would disarrange the world's finances.
It Is said that he had an attack of
per In the territory.
despondency a few years ago, brought
SUBSCRIBERS will confer a favor on on by the fact that a vast number of
The Citisen by notifying us Immed- farmers to whom he had loaned milof the
iately of any
lions, as he hoped, as a safe invest
ment for years, suddenly paid him,
and compelled him to surrender a car
load of mortgages.
Associated Presa Afternoon
Largest City and County
The Largeet New Mexico
Largest Northern Arizona

r

throat and lung troubles after
other remedies had failed.
Scott's Emulsion is the
modern idea of cod liver oil
the first instead of the last
resort when such ailments
appear.
The taste of the oil is not
apparent and the oil itself is
makes it
partly digested
easy for the stomach. Scott's
,
Emulsion is 1 quick-- reliable
help at all ages.

rounding Indication of the wealth of
precious metal directly beneath the
urface was in evidence. The entire
country about the strike has been lo
afed, and location monuments ex
tend In either direction for a mile or
more. Since the rich strike a shaft has
has been started and It Is asserted that
dose at bedtime preover a ton of rich ore has been ex- racted within the little distance so vents night
oi
far gone, while the indications point
becoming
a
bonanza. children. No croup
the property
No
The Commonwealth mine at Pearce
A
hlch has astonished the mining world
Ith the riches of Its ores, Is located
medicine for all affecn that vicinity and If reports are true
this will make another remarkable tions of the
producer In that section. Several
Sold
pecimens of the ore were brought to tubes and lungs.
Tombstone and Its richness Is at once
J C Avn ' e.
pparent, being heavily laden with the for 60 years.
precious metals and has occasioned
The court declared the bonds forfeited.
much excltenment.
Capt L. C. Fort filed an answer In
the case of The First National bank
From a Cat Scratch.
on tne crm, to the worst sort or a vs. Pace.
burn, sore or boll, DeWitt's Witch
The
Hazel Salve Is a quick cute. In buying
Itecent experiments,' by practical
Witch Harel Salve, be particular to get
DeWitt's- - -- this Is the salve that heals tests and examination with the aid of
establish It as a fact that
ithout leaving a scar. A specific for the
blind, bleeding, Itching and protruding catarrh of the stomach is not a dispiles. Sold by B. II. Briggs & Co., S. ease of Itself, but that It results from
repeated attacks of Indigestion. "How
.'ann & Son.
can I cure my Indigestion ?" Kodol
c
Dyspepsia Cure is curing thousands.
San Miguel Court Notes.
Jote Contreras pieau K""ty to rape It will cure you of indigestion and
the district court and will be tried dyspepsia, and prevent or cure catarrh
of the stomach.
Kodol digests what
this term of court.
F. J. Gehrlng was fined $25 and costs you eat makes the stomach sweet.
yesterday morning for receiving stolen Sold by B. H. Briggs & Co., S. Vann
brass from Elmer Wlmber which was & Son.
under $20 valuation.
DO YOU EAT?
Elmer Wlmber changed his plea to
If so call on D. Welller ft Co. Their
guilty and was given $25 and costs
groceries are always fresh. Gold avewhich he paid.
Harry P. Hill the young man who nue, between First and Second streets.
robbed the Lewis residence, and Is
matting In all
Japanese ana
anted In Kansas on several charges grades at Albert unina
Faber's, 305 Railroad
plead guilty to the charge.
avenue.
O. Gongalez and Modesto Martinez
were arrainged for roDDing men- mond's grocery store on National
avenue, and both entered the plea of
guilty.
Attorney Held asked the court to
t07 Wast Gold Avanua.
continue the case of Montoya vs. Cole
man, which was opposed by Attorney
SpleBS. The court asked the lawyers
to come to an agreement.
Seraflno Bernal, Isidor Solano, Pedro
Martinez, Reduclndo TruJIllo and Viv
ian Lopez charged with attempt to
kill, were called but did not appear,

Cherry Pectoral

One

cough

bronchitis.

which is also evident In all of the sul-

phur mines, the sulphur Itself being responsible for It. The only relief from
the heat is obtained through air shafts
and air tunnels. Mr. Otero's workmen
are now unable to wrok at a greater
depth than one hundered feet, but
air shafts and tunnels will
soon be added when it Is hoped to obtain a much greater depth. These
mines are situated Just a few miles
from Sulphur Springs and the sulphur
is said to abound In unlimited quantities. Hundreds of pounds of pure sulphur have ben taken out and quite
a force of men are employed there,
but It is expected that much more sulphur can be removed daily when
everything Is In working order and a
larger force of men will then be em
ployed.
GREATLY ALARMED.

Preaistent Cough, but Permanent

ly Cured by Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
Mr. H. P. Burbage, a student at law,
in Greenville, S. C, bad been troubled
for four or five years with a continuous

cough which he says, "greatly alarmed
me, causing me to fear that I was in
the first stage of consumption." Mr.
Burbage, having ceen Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy advertised, concluded
to try It. Now read what he says of It
"1 soon felt a remarkable change and
The waate ot thhe Body.
after using two bottles of the twenty'
Every seven days the blood, muscles live cent size, was permanently cured."
average
size Sold by all druggists.
and bones of a man of
loses two pounds of wornout tissue
A Friend in Court.
This waste cannot be replenished and
Senator Blackburn tells of a Ken-tucthe health and strength kept up with'
ian holding the office of trial judge
out perfect digestion. When the stonv
ach and digestive organs fall to per In the blue grass state. His own son
form their functions, the strength lets was brought before him on a charge of
Democratic editors who have labor down, health gives way, and disease drunkness and disorderly conduct. His
listened gravely to the evidence,
cd ao earnestly to prove the existence set up, Kodol Dyspepsia Cure enables honor
of a conflict in Interests between Sen the stomach and digestive organs to which established a clear case against
ator Hanna and the president will digest and assimilate all of the whole- the young man, and said:
"The court will now render sentence
some food that may be eaten Into the
have to guess again.
kind of blood that rebuilds the tissues You're fined one cent and costs. The
Mr. Cromwell, who has gone east and protects the health and strength court will remit the costs, and you may
and while there will give orders for 01 tne mind and body. Kodol cures go home and tbank God that your
the rails for the electric street rail- indigestion, dyspepsia and all stmach father Is the Judge." Public Ledger.
way, stated Just before leaving that troubles. It is an Ideal spring tonic. Suits to Order From Woolens Made by
In the fall he will push construction Sold by n. H. Briggs & Co., S. Vann
the Rio Grande Woolen Mills.
work on the line, and will, before this & Son.
We are now showing the products of
time next year, have the cars in
the new woolen mill of this city, and
Interested in Mines.
taking measures for suits, made of
Jerome Kennedy of New Haven, pure
new mixed wool; 'nearly a hunIs
Conn.
in
city.
Mr. Kennedy
the
Venezuela is going to coin 4.000,000
patterns; we guarantee
dred
different
Is
secretary of the Gibson Develop- fit
silver bolivars iu connection with her
style. Simon Stern, the Rail
and
effort to get on her financial feet, and ment company and of the
road avenue clothier.
our government Is asked to extend the Mining company, and will be in the
territory
several weeks Inspecting the
GOLD AND SILVER.
usual courtesies of the Philadelphia
mlnL We coin silver for moBt of the mineral properties of these companies
South American republics, doing it at located In Santa Fe, Socorro, Lincoln An Unusually Rich Strike Four Miles
From Pearce, Arizona.
and Grant counties. The counties in
actual cost.
What is regarded as a phenomena
which Mr. Kennedy is interested have
has just been made about four
The Las Vegas Advertiser is doing been operating in New Mexico for the strike
miles
from Ponrro by three miners
past
years,
contwo
have
and
Vegas
invested
San
and
good work for Las
They have some named J. C. Moiicud, Walter Lane and
Miguel county. It Is In no combine, siderable capital.
Frank Taylor, says the Tombstone
and, therefove, is not published to very promising and well developej Prospector.
The strike is what la
now
properties
prospects
with
any
of
the
town
up
other
of
claims
the
boost
as
known
the'bllvenite
ore and is rich
turning
paying
producers
into
them
comparisons.
and to make detrimental
In gold and silver.
Several assays
foe people of San Miguel county within the next few months. The two made
the values to reach from
ahould encourage the Advertiser by companies named have not been mak- $3,0n show
to J5.0U0 per ton. L.e find was
ing lavish expenditures, but the money
riving it the most liberal support.
has been put where It will do the most
LIVING
The Dalhart Texan, published last good and expended with a great deal
week, comes to this office in Illustrated of care, Judicious attention and good Quite often results in bail health, because
what is termed "gixxl living" is usually
New Mexican.
form, showing cuts and views of the management.
the gratification of the palate without
business houses and residences, and
You never neard of any one using reference to Hie nutrition ot the body
the prominent men of that town. Dal-tar- t Foley's Honey ai d Tar and not being When the good liver is a business man
Is the queen city of the Texas
ami rises from
satisfied. Alvarado Pharmacy.
full meal to plunge
Panhandle, and, although quite young,
at once into work
tvaa every evidence of being one of the
OLD MINE UNCOVERED.
requiring mental
biggest cities of that section of the
effort the result is
Was Probably Worked by Spaniards
Ixme Star state.
almost sure to le
Before the Pueblo Revolution.
disastrous, becauhe
Men at work on the new sulphur
digestion
Philadelphia, while a crooked town
draws
upon the same
in many ways, yet doesn't quite con- mines of Hon. M. S. Otero near Sul
nervous forces
cur In the view that gambling Is a phur Springs, Sandoval county, a few
which are em
good thing for a city. The police have days ago made a peculiar find. They
ploved in thought
in- - had attained a depth of about ten feet
nlckel
1,300
some
burnt
Belted and
In time the stom
they
when
an
struck
old
the
mouth
of
at
valued
machines,
ach becomes digambling
the-slIs
evidently
a
shaft
they
relic
that
of
the
Incidentally
seased, the pro
about $100 apiece.
cesses ot digestion
have turned into the city treasury days when the Spaniards occupied this
ami nutrition are
prior
territory
to
Pueblo
revolu
the
the
money
in
seized
if
lima aiim
imperfectly
per- tlon of 1680. It was covered over with
machines.
loruied ami thee
rotten timbers and the entrance was
i
a physical
clear, but for a distance of twenty feet
breakdown.
The charges made by the Daily Ad- the wood was so rotten that It crumbl
Dr. Pierce's
vertiser of Las Vegas against the man ed at the touch of the workers. There
Golden Medical
asyl
Insane
territorial
of
aeement
the
Discovery cures
The Is no record to show that a mine was
um should be fully Investigated.
diseases of the
ever
by
or
worked
there
Americans
grave
stomach and other
rharzea are very serious and
natives anil there is little room to organs of digestion au.l nutrition.
It
nrl must be Drobed to the very hot
Spaniards
doubt
but
dug
that
the
tills
eliminates the effete poisonous matter
Th nennie of the territory will
ago.
a
which
as
con
originates
system
iu
Many
the
shaft centuries
were
not bfl satisfied with any other course covered by the Indians at mines
the time of sequence nl imperfect digestion. It given
Governor Otero has already directed the revolution and this was probably sound In- - ti' to the whole IxMy.
a thorough investigation and In this one of them. The men who made the "I wish to 4.v to the wurKl tlmt Ir. Pierce's
Molcul iiovcry h;i provetl a gteal
be was absolutely correct and acted discovery were unable to go any great Golden
." wnu .lr. 1.1 leu r.. Il.iron
llrn i t', n Kranklin
M'rmr
Co. Mi.
aa the exigencies of the situation de depth on account of tbe extreme heat Shule.viiv,
IriU
6eiteip;Mr.
lor my stomach
manded.
i v t jral ve.irri k1'M through a course
trouttL
In
tr.;.' ler, wilhtnil any real beoeut.
JEMEZ 4 SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS of
Seplcmt't
it h:'l very kick spell ami grrw
I ronirurncrtl
STAGE LINE.
l !ut little.
in
arotif coi
Th Citizen has received a copy of
take llr. Pierce'a memnue
th message of Governor Miguel A Carrleb the U. B. man; only line with Benlembtr.
and iu a
t:..i I could eat and work,
legislative as a change of stock en route; good rigs, have gaiHid : may fjunJi in two months."
Otero to the thirty-fiftFRKK.
Ir. Pierce's Common Sense
sembly, the message, with his vetoes horses and drivers; leaves Albuqueris sent fret on receii
f certain measures, being printed in que every day In the week, excepi Medical Adviser extx-usof mailing ontv.
of stamps to
very
valuable
6
a.
Sunday,
m.
a
particulars
at
is
For
It
oanmhlet form.
t
Send 21
slumps for the book in
va
of
reports
the
agents,
&
L.
W.
Co.,
address
Trimble
document, and the
l stamps
paper covers,
the clolu
along Albuquerque, or J. i. BLOCK, pro bound volume.or Address Dr. lor
K.V. l'ierce,
rkus territorial officers, printed
Buffalo, N. Y.
with the message, contain some excel- prietor, Jemez, N. M.
n
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THE

BANK

OF

AMPLE MEANS
PASSED FACILITIES

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUEBQUb,

N.

M.

EXTENDI TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 6. OTERO, President
w s STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J, JOHNSON, Astt Cashlat
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
W. A. MAXWELL
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

J.

& SANTA

FE RAILWAY

M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans
ABSTRACTS Of TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL
TATE AND MINING
FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENT COLLECTED. TAXES .AIB
AND ENURE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company

It:

PROFESIONAL CARDS

Naxt Door to Flrat National Bank.
New Telephone C2X.

DENTISTS.
W. V. Wolvln, D. D.

.,

Dental Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific
riallroad. Grant Block, Albuquerque,
N. M. Both 'Phonee.

Albuqueroue Foundry and Machine Works
ft. P. HALL,

Ellis MacDougall, D. D. 8.
WM. GOETTING A CO., Proprietors
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
hours, 8:30 a. ta. to 1Z:S0 p. m.; i:su p
All klnda of Fresh Meats handled
m. to 6 p. m. Appointments made by
making a specialty.
Sausage
Old
'phone
157:
mail. Automatic
phone

Edmund J. Alger, U. U. 8.

Office hours, S:
p. m
p. m. to
Appointments made b

Telephone
man.

462.

LAWYERS.
Bernard &. Hooey
,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

Albuquerque.

ATTORN

T. Armijo bellding.

Office, room 7, N
Will practice In al

the courts of the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan
ATTOR N E
M. Office,

Albuquerque,

,

First National Bank building.
Frank W. Clancy
rooms

ATTONEV-AT-LA-

1

T. Armijo building. Albuquerque,

JOE RICHARDS,

N.

and S, N
N. M.

.

J

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,

CIGARS

Boiler Mills and Elevator

N

Prompt attention Riven to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will practice In all courts of the territory and
the United Btatea land office.
Ira M. Bond
,
ATTORNET-AT-1AWF street N. V.,
Whln(?ton. 1. C. t'ensions. lanua, pav
ents, copyrights, caviata, leiiera paiem
trade marks, claims.
William D. Lee
M.

Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK

62.

RallroRrl avenue.
mil to 12:30 p. m.;

a

West Railroad Avenue.
Gel Your

Summer Suit
Made at

WILLIAM

GLEASNER

E. W. Dobson
ATTORNET-AT-LAW-

.

Office, Cromwel

bloek, Albuquerque, N. M.

THE TAILOR

John H. Stingle
AW.
ATTORN
Albuquerque, N. M.
I.

Cromwell block

Room

1- -2

SOUtb

JU&uqnerque

Hoineopathlo Physician

Whltlna Blor

17.

216

Second St.

PHYSICIANS.
Di. J. E. Bronion
MUSIC.

See Jos. A. Blondln, Manager Al
varado Trio for music for receptions,
muslcales, banquets, etc. Headquar
ters, Hall & Learnard.

Early Risers

The famous little pills.

When you want to buy Flour and iBran, cr want to sell

Wheat, write to

BELEN, N. M

THE JOHN BEOKEK CO , Props.

1903

1882

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,

Granite Flour.

Staple and Fancy Groceries
714 South Second Street.

Hllsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.
O.dera Solicited.

Best on

Free Delivery

J. A. SKINNER

,

v-- .

WITH
AND UN9U

The Union
Market

k

Shaw-Gibso-

doctor's

bronchial

W II aend jrou untple free upon rtqumt.
SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 Pearl Street, New York.

By a

Ayers

made near a lone hill four miles due
east of Pearce. ami but little sur

People used to take plain
cod liver oil for coughs, colds,

26 190

Dealer In

Staple and
iFancy Groceries
106

AVENU
WEST HAILROAD
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Cheap California Trip
In Pullman Tourist Sleeper daily on fast train, with pleasant people.
Save numty ;ntl travel comfortably. Personally conducted
excursion, in charge of experienced iigetit,

PIONEER BAKERY
Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros

SIMON BALLING,

Inqulr

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialtj

We desire patronage, and we
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
W7 S. First 8L,
Albuquerque, N.

To
Los Angeles,

Santa Fe

Mn Francisco
M.
-

"i

of local aiant

r.

aim ili

i

all

You will

like the

Service

'4
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Bailroad Topics
Engineer Cbarlea Egan has been
temporarily transferred to Wlnslow.
J. R. Merrifleld, traveling auditor for
the Santa Fe coast line ,1s In the
city.
J. P. McMurray, traveling engineer
It la reported that work on the
Las Crures & Doming fchort
Line railroad will soon le tinder full
headway.
W. J. Essex, general foreman of the
local shops, and wife left this morning for Los Angeles, where they will
spend a short vacation.
J. E. 8alnt, with the Santa Fe Central, who has been spending a couple
of days In the city with his family,
will return to his headquarters at Santa Fe tonight.
It is the talk among railroad men
that Master Mechanic Drury, now located at Wlnslow, will succeed Master
Mechanic Barnes, who resigned recently, at the local shops.
George S. Good, of the firm of Good
ft Co., railroad contractors, has gone
to Denver to look after his railroad
contracts on the new Moffat road being built out of Denver,
for the New Mexican and Rio Grande
divisions of the Santa Fe, was In the
city this morning for a couple of hours.
He arrived on delayed passenger train
No. 1 and returned north on a freight

train.

D. E. Cain, general superintendent

of

the western grand division of the Santa Fe, will arrive In the city this even-

ing from the north. Mr. Cain will stop
off In the city, uut It Is not known
how lohg.
Stephen Knight, a blacksmith at the
Santa Fe shops, San Bernardino, was
painfully Injured Friday night while
working on the rip track. A hammer
which he was using flew from Its handle, striking him over the left eye and
Inflicted a painful wound.
Thomas L. Blackburn, a young civil
engineer of El Paso, has been placed
In charge of a party of engineers for
the location of the new Alamogordo-Demln- g
C. C. Small has
railroad.
been made chief engineer. It is claimed that it will be completed within
eight months.
Senator Clark's Salt Lake road Is to
use the Santa Fe from San Bernardino
to Daggett, according to an Interview
fhe has JiiRt given out in San Francisco,
which would imply that he 1b to extend
his road now building from Los Angeles to Riverside, and carry the line
on to San Bernardino immediately.
C. O. Trimble, private secretary for
James Dun, cheif engineer for the Santa Fe, went to Belen this morning. At
Belen he will join Mr. Dun, who is
there Inspecting some work being
Mr. Dun will
done on the cut-ofprobably stop off at Albuquerque next
Thursday while en route to his headquarters at Chicago.
Conductor Arthur Doyle, one of the
best known Santa Fe employes on the
Southern Kansas division and who has
many friends on the western end of
the system, died several days ago as
a result of a complication of throat
and lung trouble, says the San Bernardino, Cat., Sun. Last November he
was In this city for a few days accompanied by his wife, going from here to
Pasadena, where he expected to regain
f.

BY THE

Celeb tated Italian Artistes

Silvia Puerarl

Rletro Ouzzl

First, orize from the National
Conservatory of Iloraa

From Milan, Torin ami Paris
'onservatory of Music,

Prima Donna Soprano

Lyric Tenor

Men's Clothing
No

n

Revelation.

If you willl make inquiry It will be
a revelation to you how many succumb
to kidney troubles In one form or
another. If the patient Is not beyond
medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will

Assisted by Best Local Talent of
'Albuquerque.

j

Tickets now on saleat Watson's!
"

Men's Night Shirts

matter

how well you are
with clothing you

supplied
can't afford to pass these specials without Invetlgating their
value. Never again can you
get the value received for the
money Invested.
Regular $10.00 Suits, Sale Price,

iCOCOOCOCCCOCOOCX

Colorado A Southern Sued.
A Denver Republican special from
Gunnison, Colo., says that suits have
been commenced against the Colorado
& Southern railroad by the Baldwin
Coal company for damages In the sum
of $600,000 through alleged violation
of the constitution of the state by
granting undue and unreasonable discrimination and preference" to a rival
coal company In the way of furnishing
means of transportation for Its product and denying the same to plainj
tiff.
made
President Frank Trumbull is
a party to the suit and is charged with
owning an interest In the alleged fav- ored company. The defense has filed
a denial and nleads that It Is not obll- gated to furnish transportation facilities on the plaintiff's tracks, which
run from a branch of the road to the
mine.

COCOCXOCXXXXXX)COCOCOO

$8.50.

to the section house.
This morning, as he was still missing, they went in search for him and at
8 o'clock found his body In the dark
part of the snow shed. His skull had
been crushed with a coupling pin. De- laney's watch and pay check were
found on the body,
The mysterious stranger was seen
by Delaney's men as they were about
to start ior me section nouse ana mey
waited for some time, thinking It was
uelaney. Thea tranger evidently followed them towards the section house
and then went on over the Cumbres
range toward Chama and Durango. It
is supposed that the Intention of the
stranger was to merely stun Delaney
and then rob him, but became alarmed
and left without carrying out his intentions to rob. Efforts are being made to
trace him.

Alvarado

7

Men's Box Calf Shoes, regular
$3.60 value. Sale Price, $2.70

45c

Men's Velour Calf Shoes, regular $3.60 shoes, Sale Price,

grade,

$2.29.

Men's Wash Suits
Men's- - Linen Color Duck Suits,

Regular $12.50 Suits, Sale Price,

camp and would much prefer to have
their own line of railway.
The Phoenix & Eastern also has up
a project to build eastward from Phoenix to a point on the Santa Fe coast
lines In California, and it Is thought
that Bagdad, Cal., will be the western
terminus of the line.
So far as the Mexican proposition s
concerned, there has been nothing definite settled as yet. Engineer Karnes,
who has been surveying the route, will
leave in a few days for Mexico to resume the work.
Traveling la Dangerous.
Constant motion jars the kidneys
which are kept in place In the body by
delicate attachments. This Is the reason that travelers, trainmen, street car
men, teamsters and all who drive very
much, suffer from kidney disease In
some from.
Foley's Kidney Cure
strengthens the kidneys and cures all
forms of kidney and bladder disease.
Geo. E. Hausan, locomotive engineer,
Lima, Ohio, writes, "Constant vibration of the engine caused me a great
deal of trouble with my kidneys, and I
got no relief until I used Foley's Kidney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy.

Regular $15.00 Suits, Sale Price,

Men's Shoes

Good quality muslin, made nicely
nd trimmed very neat, regular 85c

$6.10.

.jsxjsjosxjsj

Made Yt.ung Again.
"One of Dr. King's New Life Pills
each night for two weeks has put me
A MYSTERIOUS STRANGER.
In my 'teens again" writes D. H. TurTho. Delaney, Section Foreman on ner of Dempseytown, Pa. They're the
best In the world for" liver, stomach
the Denver A Rio Grande
and bowels. Purely vegetable. Never
Murdered.
A correspondent, writing to the New gripe. Only 25c at all druggists,
o
Mexican from Antonlto, Colo., dated
RAILWAY EXTENSION.
.
May 21, says:
Thomas Delaney, section foreman on
the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad on Phoenix & Eastern Will Probably Go
to Tombstone.
the section between Los Plnos section
Oakes Murphy,
of Ariand Cumbres section, was murdered
yesterday afternoon in a snow shed at zona, who with his brother, F. M. Murthe lower end of the section. The mur- phy, Is Interested In the building of the
der was committed between 3 and 4 Phoenix ft Eastern line, from Phoenix
to Benson and possibly Tombstone,
o'clock In the afternoon.
Delaney had gone to the next section passed through El Paso en route from
below to bid farewell to a foreman who Phoenix to the City of Mexico, says the
had resigned his place on the next sec- Herald.
Mr. Murphy says that the Phoenix &
tion. He left the men on the next section at 3:15 p. m. and was afterwards Eastern is being constructed as fast as
seen by his own men as he was return- the line can be built, and that while It
ing. He was seen to talk with a stran- has not been settled as yet whether
ger just before entering the snow shed the line will be put through as far as
on his way back.
Tombstone or not, the possibilities are
Delaney did not put in an appear- that It will, as he and his associates
ance at quitting time so his men went are interested In the mines in that

cure. It never disappoints.
Pharmacy.

Unquestionably the most interesting sale of this class of merchandise ever held in
the city. We quote here the regular prices, also the sale prices. Read carefully,
then you can readily see the great values we offer, for we are determined to close out
this department in order to have room for other goods.

Chavaller

Madam

Mti

Of Men's, Boys9 and Youths'
Clothing and Furnishing Goods

Concert

When you want a pleasant physic
try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets. They are easy to take and
pleasant In effect. For sale by all
druggists

A

t

Scoccocooccocxcooco

3

BsQBimg

Tuesday, June 9, at 8 p. m sharp!

Con-uuct-

I9U3

..Albuquerque' q Largest Store..

COLOMBO MALL!

his health. The dreaded disease had
gone too far, however, and a short
time ago he again passed through San
Bernardino going home to die.
Doyle entered the employ of
the Santa Fe In 1884 and the high esteem In which be was held by the officials and fellow employes all testify
to the excellent record he held.
At New York yesterday the stockholders of the Detroit Southern Railroad company held a special meeting
and acted favorably on the proposition
of the directors to Increase the capital
stock of the company. The Increase
Is from $6,500,000 preferred and
common stock to $10,000,000
preferred and $16,000,000 common
stock.

26

suits, to close out
Men's All Linen Wash Suits, sold
regular at $5.50 a suit, to close out
$4.50

Money saving values on working shoes during this sale. Big
line to select from.

$10.50.

Regular $18.00 Suits, Sale Price,
$15.75.

Men's Straw Hats
Regular $1.50 grade, anywhere you go, made of that
kind of straw which does not
chip easily, Sale Price

SI.OO

Men's Jewelry

Men's Trousers

$12.70.

Regular $20.00 Suits, Sale Price,

Trousers you'll need to go with
your odd coats and vests. At this
sale you buy two yalrs equally as
good for the same money as you
pay for one pair.
$2.00 Trousers for
$1.55
$2.50 Trousers for
2.10
$3.60 Trousers for
2.55
$4.00 Trousers for
2.95
$4.60 Trousers for
3.40
$5.00 Trousers for
3.85

Gold

Plated Collar Buttons,
regular 15c each, Sale Price,
6c each.

Cuff Buttons, regular price 60c
per pair, Sale Price, 23c pair.

Shirt Studs, In sets, gold and
pearl, regular price 60c a set.
Sale Price, 18c a
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Summer Excursion Rates
TO THE PACIFIC COAST

NO MORE MONEY SPENT.

Policy of Railroads In Regard to Cost
of Labor.
A New York dispatch says:
$55.00
6n Francisco and return
Presi..Dates of Sale Every Tuesday,
dent W. H. Truesdale, of the Lacka-wanThursday and Saturday during month
Lot Angeles or Redondo
85.00
discussed the effect of the high
of May, June, July, August and
price of labor and material on the railSanta Monica, Long Beach or
Limits November 80, 190S.
road situation.
East San Pedro
35.0k
Stopovers within limit of ticket soiitfr
"It is evident to all that the present
San Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00
prices are having an adverse effect on
and west of
Improvements,
railroad
he.
said
"Speaking of our own road I may say
that we are not spending a cent less
than usual, but we are not getting so
much done for our money. Practically
For
Information call
office
all our Improvements are paid for out
of current earnings.
"I do not see any immediate prospect of a reduction in prices, but the
salvation of railroad will he In the
continued largo gains In gross earnings due to tremenduous commercial
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Subscribe for The Cltlcen.
activity. It would be difficult for comVn ii for unnnttiii
l'e
panies to meet heavy operating exilia'hariffe.iulUiti mitt iiitm
afl IrntMtioua or imtwaiioi
penses by Increaning freight rates, as mM Uusroi-MrietUr.
of mucotm ii'viuhmtif
Puiiiltdta, nnl not utiiD
every attempt to do no is met with lTl"M
TIME TABLE
lVHtUwsCHtMw;.iCo.
or
fut
great opposition. Again, an increase Wc:mcimhati(o
NEWSPAPERS
Mold by DrttaTfUta,
or wut In pis' a wrapper,
MAGAZINES
in rates means a reduction In business
prepaid,
for
tr1.00.epre,
TRADE PAPERS
so that any effort in that direction
r S imti4ft.7f).
In
KAactl'Noramtiir
J,
WHITS roll KATES TO
Circular
ut on roqtiMt.
would work in a circle.
1S09.I
CURTIS NEWHALL CO.
"Present prices of labor and materlO ANOCLt. CALIFORNIA
WW
ial operate against the business of
ARRrVB FROM THIS NHRTTT
Sores).
Burns,
Piles,
1,
For
No.
California Express.... 7:16p.m.
railroads and consequently have a demo (, jnex. Jt uai. Jfixpress.. 10:06 p.m.
pressing' effect on the price of securiNo. 8, California Limited. .. .10:40
ties but the question is not going to
LEAVE QOINO NORTH.
Dealer In
worry officials to any extent as long as
Railroad Time Tables No. 2, Atlantic
Express
8:80 a.m. Oeneral flerchandise
gross earnings keep up their present
No. 4, Chicago Limited
12:09 p.m.
proportions."
No. 8, Chicago .Express
7 : 80 p.m.
Liquors
Denver & Rio Grande System
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
Quick Arrest.
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10.m. Proprietor
of the Summer Hardisj
J. A. Gulledge of Verbena, Ala., was
6ANTA FE BRANCH.
LEAVES OOINfl SOUTH.
All kinds of Country Produes BoagM
twice In the hospital from a severe
No.
71.
No. 27, Mexico Express
Time Table
11:00 p.m.
tuand Bold.
case of piles causing twenty-fou- r
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
mors. After doctors and all remedies (Effective Wednesday, April 1, 1903.) No. 1. Atl&ntln Kinriui
AK
m Goods Delivered Free to all Parte si
the City.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
failed, Bucklen's Arnica Salve quickly
11:69 p.m.
West Bound No 8, Chicago Express
arrested further inflammation and East Bound
8:46 p.m.
Corner of Third and Tljeraa
LEAVE OOINO WEST.
No. 425
cured him. It conquers aches and No. 426
Albuquerque
New Masds
9:00 amLv. ..Santa Fe...Ar 6:20 pin No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
kills pain. 25c at all druggists.
8, California Limited .... 11 : 00 a.m.
11:00 am... . . Espanola. ... . 8:00 pm No.
M
No. 7, ex. & Cal. Express.. 10:48 p.m.
Raton Teachers.
1:06 pm... . . Embudo .... 1:05 pm
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
The Raton school board met the oth3:40 pm... Tres Pledras.. 10:06 am and No. t from the west.
er day and selected teachers for next 6:35 pm. ., .. Antonlto .... 7:85 am
The No. 8 and No. 4 are the limited
i
811 Soutn First Street.
year, as follows:
8:50 pm... .. Alamosa .... 8:10 am and they arrive dally.
FRANK VAJO, ProprtoUr.
i
We recommend that the position of 3:06 ami... .. Pueblo .. ... 1:37am
Local freight No. 99, going south,
superintendent be offered to the pres- 7:15 amlAr . . Denver ...Lv 8:80 pm carries passengers.
The Dest oi liquors served to s8
ent Incumbent, Wm. M. Heiney, and
r. fc- - MTERS. Agent rons
of the bar.
Trains run dally except Sunday.
that he be given a reasonable time to
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Connections with the main line and
accept or decline the same.
Nice large rooms, everything tnus
as follows:
The following teachers were elected branches
X sew, upstairs for lodging purposes,
Durango,
Sllverton
Antonlto
for
At
for the coming term, :
and all points in the Ban Juan country.
HUlbL ULAIRc...
$
Mrs. Cora Polk, principal; Miss FanAt Alamosa (with standard gauge)
nie Qulssenberry, eighth grade; Miss for La Veta, Pueblo. Colorado Springs
SANTA FE, N. M
Annie Burnam, tilth and sixth grades; and Denver, also with narrow gauge
111 W. Railroad Avenue.
Mrs. Conn, third grade; Miss Florence or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
FIRE
PROOF,
CLECTRIC
Slocum, second grade; Mrs. GusbIo Creede and all points in the San Luis
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
valley.
The finest line of Llquore and Clejsr
At Salida with main line
Dyer and Mrs. Myers, first grade.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
All patrons and friends cordially Unit(standard gauge) for all points east
North Side school, viz: Mr. W. O. and
AND
BATHS
SANITARY
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Laaea
weBt Including Leadvllle and narEvans, principal; Miss Wilkinson, fifth row gauge points between Salida and
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
served every day.
LARGE
and sixth grades; Miss Van Buskirk, Grand Junction.
SAMPLE
ROOM
STEVE BALLING.
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
fourth grade; Miss Sallle Burnam, third
At Florence and Canon City for the
PrsprlsSja.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
grade; Mitts HowWls. second grade; gold camps of Cripple Creek and VicPLANSprings
and
Pueblo,
Colorado
tor. At
Mrs. Bennett, first grade.
There is one vacaiuy that will le Denver with all Missouri river lines
GEO. E. ELLIS,
MELINI & EAKIN
points
east.
for all
filled later.
Proprietor
and Owner.
For further information address the
Ming Ida Caldwell and Miss Osceola
WHOLE8ALE LIQUORS eV CI4LARSJ
undersigned.
Glass were elected to fill vacancies
passengers
Through
from Santa Fe
We aandle everything
umr Has
caused by resignations. Itaton Report- In standard gauge sleepers from
A. E.
Distillers Agents
er.
can have berths reserved on apFIRE INSURANCC
Special distributors Taylor A WIOUsh
plication
Two car loads of plants sold In four
B. W. ROBBINS. Oen. Agt.
Louisville, Kaatucky.
Secretary Mutual Building AssodaUoa
months by Hill & l.earnard, the largSanta Fe, N. M.
est southwestern house.
P. A., Denvr, Colo. Office at J. O. Baldrldge's Lamser Yard Ill S. First St, AlsuqusrcuM
8. K. HOOPER.
a,

Sep-tembe- r.

Hue

further

F. L.Myers,

Bar-sto-

at ticket

Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque,

ran
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Dispels colds and

headaches when

bilious or constipated;
For men, women
and children;

0

is only
mm There
one Genuine

Acts best on

the kidneys
and liver

Syrup of Figs;
to get its bene-

stomach and
bowels;

ficial effects
Always buy the genuine

lisville,

Ky.

Manufactured by the

5mv foncisco.CM.

ewYork,.Y.

The genuine Syrup of Fig's is for sale by all
druggists. The
full name of the company
California Kig Syruj Co. is always
printed on the front of every package. Price Fifty Cents per
bottle.
first-cla-

ss

DeWltt's

N. M.

ADVERTISE

(amUa-Us-

To sweeten,
To refresh,
To cleanse the
system,
Effectually
and Gently;

set

I

Salve

a--

Q.

Badaracco

and
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CHIFFONIERS

Will

PAINE'S CELERY COMPOUND

Accept Joint Statehood.

DRESSERS

ROOSEVELT RECEPTION HERE.

Home Treatment With

you VVant Oofi

the Famous Prescription

IRON BEDS

Po-t- .
May 19.
From
Delegate Rortry, of New Mexico,1
Has Brought Happiness and Health to
was at the N 'W sVlllanl last nUlit. Ho
has been Inme in New Mexico a litilej
Hosts of Suffering Women.
When you try on a pair of shoe took for two things COMMe remaineu in
over a nionui
FORT AND STYLE. You mut have them both! Either one
It it easy to make a comfortable
by itself ia not enough.
about a mouth after the aljoiiiii-- j
to
shoe; it is easy to moke a stylish shoe. But It Is very difficult
T'U nt of coukivsh. but went home
rntelllRent and thoughtful women fill mensturation, luchorrhoea, chloroailother
and
Inflammation
sis,
reliuterine
a
To
stylish
is
comfortshoe
two.
make
that
to combine the
'attenil to Home matters anil to attend are now uh!iir the. best and most
able is the highest art. A shoe may feel comfortable yet not
t. the presiili .it i reception.
able of all Rprlng medicines, I'alne's ments common with females, are
pou
or
are
must
sure to have trouble.
fit
fit properly. Now it
Hp Hiate.s that the reception jclvi-Celery Compound, and are getting qu'ckly cured of these troubles and
vigorous and ac-And the better it fits, the better it will wear and the longer
ainl
IV
to the prenl'tent at Santa
buck nervous vigor, pure blool, bodily ntinnvini es are made
it will last.
permanent
health.
in
rejoice
com
and
five
which were the only places KtienKth. and a ruddy and clear
M. A. Morris. Tilton, Ark., writes)
wno
Mrs.
territory
dopped
in
the
hlch
he
pu
of
women
The
xion.
fir
THE ONE SHOE THAT
were as grand events as ever happened ilently suffer from female irregular!- - for women as follows:
FITS WHFN ALL OTHERS FAIL
"I was afllicted with the whites and
Fe,
In the MmthwetU; that at oaiua
es and dangerous ills, and who spend
'
I
IS "QUEEN QUALITY."
which Is the capital, they concluded It fully half their time In misery, win irregular menstruation, and tried sev- A
would be polite to put nothing in
find in Palne's Celery t'ompounu an eral doctors, but found no relief.
It fits because it is make in an infinite variety of original
try
to
me
advised
of
mine
lady
to
friend
of
lead
to
the
sentiments
indicate
the virtues an:l elements that
styles to suit all shapes of feet and all occasions. "Queen
Paine s Palne's Celery Compound. I used two
1
the people for statehood, and, thereealth and true happiness.
Qual.ty" originates its own styles. Then they are copied on
bottles of your great medicine, and I
peculiar
nothing
place
wear
save
on
possesses
took
that
there
fashion
fore.
to
the
be
Compound
I
ahead
want
you
If
elerv
other rrskers.
seam now a sound woman, and I give
in
many
present,
I
of
as
chances
the
was
strengthening
an
you
twice
crowd
want
immense
If
Quality."
there
"Queen
powers for the
I
lection, try "Outen Quality." A glance through our stock
and they gave the president a very female organism. It braces the nerv- - your wonderful remedy all the credit.
Celery
I
shows this.
enthusiastic welcome.
us system, makes strong the weak I will forever praise Palne's
me."
for
much
did
so
Compound,
organ.
it
case
the
however,
Albuquerque,
important
every
"At
of
muscles
I
OXFORDS. $2.50.
BOOTS. $3.00.
I
was different, said he. "At that place Victims of suppressed, profuse or pain- m
tU'ClUI OIJ ll'B
here was one of the bigge?t crowds
Do not wear liraKsy.
Kas-I ,
color eyelets.
ever gathered together to greet the
FIRE LAST EVENING.
I. Hlgbee of
president and his party: the streets Shiksbinny, Pa., and J.
ve
Santa
in
arrived
Pa.,
Watsontown,
and buildings were decorated with
Saturday for Tres Kerosene Lamp Explodes at Mr. Watbunting, Hags, mottoes, arches etc., in rlday and departed
son's Home on Copper Avenue.
of the
stockholders
They
are
'iedras.
a manner such as hail never been seen
A
company,
still alarm was rung In last even
Mining
Copper
there before. The new Alvarado hotel Keystone
In ing before 9 o'clock for a fire in the
claims
mining
has
nineteen
which
at the depot, which Is a unique struct
miles home of Mrs. Watson on Copper ave- ure, built in the style of the Spanish Uie Brom'de district, twelve
wm
object
the !,ue. between Fourth and Fifth streets.
of
The
Piedras
missions and probably the finest hostel fiom Tres
arThe fire was In a sleeping room and
ry between Chicago and Los Angeles, visit Is to Inspect the property and
Mrs.
Palen of Santa Fe and Prof. G. H. was decorated beautifully. The presld range for the construction of a smelt- not much damage was done.
SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION Weeks of U. S. I. school.
Watson was carrying a lamp and It
mis
erected
probably
be
will
er
which
ent spoke from the front steps of the
in Santa Fe exploded, setting the bed clothes on
Afternoon.
WIIWWVI Ilk ka 1 Jh W I
Wv.
hotel: the lawn was filled with summer. They will stopleading
claim fire, and charring up the room In genThe
2:00 Address, "Planning for Definite thousands of people. "
on their return.
(Incorporated)
Mining eral. Mrs. Watson escaped from any
by Rev. R. A. N. Wilson.
"Directly opposite where the presld owned by the KeyBtone Copper
The Third Annual Meeting of the As- Results."Discussion, led by A. M. For
U1TR
Roll, on which a luirnB and was very lucky In so doing.
in
Pay
company
Is
2:30
the
ent spoke a unique statehood tableau
Modern
Esq., of Las Cruces and Mrs. J was presented to
sunk.
D. WEILLER & CO.,
his gaze, it consist shaft of 250 feet is Is being used on
sociation to Be Held at Santa Fe. tE.ester.
machinery
Woods of Santa Fe.
hoisting
Agents for the finest brands of all
an Inclined platform enclosed In
of
ed
3:00 Address, "The Relation of the bunting and evergreens, with forty the shaft and a force of ten men under kinds of groceries la the territory. The
Sunday School to the Church," by five
of J. P. Rinker. who Gold avenue grocers.
PRESENT.
BE
WILL
WORKERS
little girls dressed to represent the supervision
PROMINENT
twenty-fou- r
years' experience
R. R. Larkin, of Gallup.
had
Wool, Hides,
has
the states of the union standing in
Rio Arriba counand
mining
Taos
3:30 Discussion, led by Mr. Charles
In
in
proper positions upon a ground
their
Old Phone 59
New Phone 152.
Bishop and Miss Forsman of Santa map of
employed to do the work. The
The third annual convention of the L.
the nation. Directly outside the ties isaverages
Mi We handle
eighteen feet In
Residence, New Phone 853.
about
Fe
vein
In
gate
of the front fence
the south
K. C. Baking Powder,
New Mexico Sunday school asslciatlon
pay streak of about
a
4:00 Addres3, "The Boy Problem,"
and
thickness
west corner stood a little girl dressed
Navajo Blankets,
EDWARDS...
W.
...J.
worked. The
will be held inthe First Presbyterian by Mr. E. C. Herlow of Las Vegas.
being
Is
thick
feet
four
to represent New Mexico, and the fir
Canned Goods,
Curtice
$18
assays
11.
from
9
The
by
Superintend
to
pay
led
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June
Discussion,
Fe,
In
4:30
the
church In Santa
Veteran
ure of Uncle Sam inside the gate pull ore
The
Lard anl Meats.
Colorado
silver.
gold
and
coper,
Albuquerque
and ing
program committee, consisting of W. ent S. H. Grout of
gate ajar about to admit her, to $40 a ton in
the
Embalmer...
and
...Undertaker
Miss Robertson of Santa Fe.
she appealing for admission.
J. McPherson, Judge R. McFie and
Houses at
A Lesson In Health.
UATBCND.KK- Evening.
My smbu'anre service I pe'fect having
"The president was
completed
Professor J. A. Wood, has
n
bug
new
my
Impurltiee
Christ,"
Child
to
AddreB3,
for
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LA
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tdded
nefs
"The
the
filter
kidneys
8:00
statehood,
question
of
for
WH1TKAMMU-LAM'on
and
the
tubber tir.'d
Its labors and the following program by Rev. A. C. Geyer of Las Vegas.
Yi?
and unless they do
VEGAS. N. M. AND GLOR- which will till a long feltwaot
that reason the people were not very from the blood, Impossible.
lepatt calls promptKidto
Foley's
8:30 Discussion, led by Rev. R. M. enthusiastic
la
good
health
will be followed, a copy of which was
I ETA, N. M.
In
applause, although
ly t d y or night. M v motto ia honest
wurk Bt re.stnab e p ices.
received this morning by The Citizen: Craig of Albuquerque.
very attentive and respectful to his ney Cure makes sound kidneys and
Desecra9:00 Address. "Sabbath
Tuesday, June 9. Afternoon.
speech. He made a great speech about will possitively cure all forms of kid
307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE
2:00 Devotional exercises led by the t'.on." by Hon S. W. Clark of Raton.V citizenship, irrigation and kindred sub ney and bladder diseases. It strengthGRANT HALL.
9:30 Discussion, led by. Mr. W.
ens the whole system. Alvarado Phar
Rev. W. A. Cooper of Santa Fe.
jicts."
S:30 Address. "Essentials to Suc Long of Las Vegas and W. A. Cooper
The delegate Is of the opinion that macy.
Closing hymn.
cessful Sunday School Work," by Uev.
the first bills Introduced in the Fifty
K. A. N. WilBon, Colorado superinelgth congress will be statehood bills
CENTRAL LABOR UNION.
tendent of Home Department, Pueblo,
because the friends of statehood have
Colo.
Enthusiastic and Harmonious Meeting kindly promised to open the fight from
FREE MUSEUM
Held Last Night.
3:00 Discussion, led by the Rev. Northe very first day. He predicts th
ABE GOLD, Proprietor
1859
Vegas.
one
ESTABLISHED
of
of
Las
man Skin .ier
The Central'Labor union held
same block that occurred In the last
3:30 Eniollment of delegates and the most harmonious meetings last congress will occur in the coming one
San Francisco Street,
assignment of places of entertainment' night it has held since Its organiza until the statehood bill is passed. Ho
Corner Burro Alley, Santa Fe,
tion, and it was well attended and en says there is an intense feeling In the
4:00 Business meeting.
N. M.
Evening.
thusiastic. Every delegate was there southwest that the republican part
and Retail Dealer In
Wholesale
8:00 Devotional exercises, led by the for business and a great deal of bus! made a great mistake In repudiating
IS.
Auto. Rhone 458
ml
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INDIAN AND
ness was transacted. The various del the admission plank in Its own last
Rev. T. C. Beattie of Albuquerque.
Colo. Rhone 63
8:30 Address of welcome, by Rev. egations from the different unions af platforms during the last congress by
MEXICAN CURIOS
W. Hayes Mojre of Santa Fe.
filiated reported everything moving refusing to admit the territories; that
largest and best stock of
The
8:45 Response, by Prof. W. G. Tight, along smoothly and prospects bright the sentiment in New Mexico and
Indian Baskets, Blankets, Pot
president of the New Mexico universi- that it will continue so.
seperate
state
Arizona is intensely for
tery, Etc., In the country.
ty, Albuquerque.
The committee appointed to arrange hood for each territory, but New Mex
Mexican Drawn Work a Spec
9:00 President's address, Mr. H. E. for the Fourth of July celebration re ico, rather than remain out of the
laity.
Fox, Albuquerpue.
ported progress In the making of ar- union longer, he thinks, will aceepi
Don't fail to call and see us
rangements for the great labor picnic. joint statehood
9:30 Informal reception.
Native and Chicago Lumber.
in the city.
when
for
the
They reported that the fair grounds
10:00 Election of officers
.. y .v:-,t:,.:
GREAT TIMBER DEAL.
year.
PAINT CoweraBUILDINQ PAPER Always In Stock.
had been secured for two days and oth8 E N D FOR CATALOGUE SHERWIN-WILLIAMWednesday, June 10. Forenoon.
er arrangements made.
Best I Weara Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Piaster, Lima,
Look
Morel
!'
Per-Take Up Option
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
9:00 Devotional exercises, led by
Several letters from amusement Philadelphia
Moat Economical I Full Measure I
on Durango Tract.
Rev. Dr. A. P. Morrison of El Paso, companies were read and 7eferred to
and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
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Street
A letter to the Kl Paso Herald from
proper committees. Some great attrac
Tex.
9:30 Announcement of committees tions can be looked forward to, and a Guanacevi, Durango, Mex., states that
by the president.
large out of town crowd is expected to the option recently given to John
Elkln of Philadelphia by Don Hilario
10:00 Reports of officers and
DAIEY
be here.
Wholesale Dealers In
Henry Faber was elected flnaucial Lasoya on hM timber land known as
Rancho San Ksteban, has been taken
10:30 Address. "Childhood, Its Pos- and corresponding secretary.
sibilities and Limitations," by Mrs. J.
The district organizer reported half up and the first payment of $100,0in
Wood bridge Barnes, primary and Jun- a dozen new unions organized and In made by F. H, Hunted who negotiated
. . .
ior secretary International Sunday course of organizations. Among them the deal.
ESTABLISHED 1878
OLD RELIABLE"
This is one of thelargest and best
school association, Newark, N. J.
are the teamsters, whose charter is ex
11:30 Discussion, led by Hon. W. H. pected daily; the laundry workers, tracts of timber lands in the republic
Kennedy and Mrs. Allan O. Kennedy whose charter Is here, and the stone of Mexico and the purchasers certainAgents for Lemp's St. Louis Drought and Hottled lleers;
of Santa Fe, N. M.
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Investment.
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the Terrenato3 Consolidated Mining
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company and Mr. Husted Is the
Teaching as a Life Work," by Rev. F.
Carrlta th Lartett
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and
V. Fisher of Albuquerque.
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Stock ol
and Three
2:45 Discussion, led by Prof. D. M.
Provision!.
and
More Candidates Worked Last Night.
StapleQrocerles
WILL BUILD A SMELTER.
Richards of Las Cruces, and President
Benefit Ixide. No. 2, Ancient Order
found oulhrt.
Car lets a paclalty.
C. M. Light of Silver City Normal
Mining
Keystone
of I'nited Workmen, held their annual Stockholders of the
school.
Company Are Inspecting Property.
meeting last evening and elected the
FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
3:30 Round table, "Organized Sun- following officers for the
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
llaiti-W ( :.. . 111 n I r T
109 South First Street
year:
ensuing
by
day School Work,"
Rev. R. A. N.
Itiiiihmtiii ,,f
i
Albuquerque
Master Workman William Prie-ner- . ..f til. ..- - r
Railroad Avenue
Wilson.
4:15 Discussion, led by Judge A J.
Foreman L. B. Miller.
Abbott and J. A Gwin of Santa Fe.
Overseer Archie Lane.
Evening.
Recorder R. S. Piatt.
8:00 Song service, led by Prof. J O.
Financier Hugh Trotter.
McNary of L.s Vegas.
Receiver A D. Johnson.
9:00 Address. "The Sunday School
Trustee for eighteen mouths Ralph
Library: What It Should Contain," by
Goodwin.
Mr. C. Herbert Appleton of AlbuquerAll Hard Wood, Charcoal Filled, White Knamel lined
These officers will be Installed at the
que.
regular
meeting.
next
candiThree
ee our nice new stock of Road
Car Load Just Received
9:30 Discussion, led by Prof. J. A.
were
evening
last
worked
and
dates
Wagons for
Wood of Santa Fe and Mrs. J. B. Fish
thirteen more have applications in.
of Albuquerque.
Thirty-eigh- t
D
new members have been
Thursday, June 11. Forenoon.
lodge during the past
Into
the
taken
by
led
Mr month. This Is a record to be proud
9:00 Devotional exercises,
A. II. Broadhead of Santa Fe.
of.
Buggies S5SOO, all fully
9:15 Address, "Importance of Bible
Study," led by Rev. W. R. Dye of Sanguaranteed.
Miners Killed.
ta Fe. Voluntary discussion.
Pittsburg, May 2ti. An explosion of
of
GasoLine
Ice Picks and Ice Shredders Etc. l'ull
9:45 Address, "How to Hold Young gas at the Federal mine of the Char-tier- s
Largest stock of Vehicles ver brought
Men to the Sunday School." by Miss
Coal and Coke compauy today inline Stoves and Sunnier Kitchen Utensils.
to the vest. Special Low
FUa Coltraine of Albuquerque.
stantly killed four men. Many others,
Prlcea Now.
R.
R.
by
Prof.
10:15 Discussion, led
it is said, were injured.
Grant and H. F. Stevens of Santa Fe.
T--'I
The west sid-.- of the Sandla moun10:45 Address, "The Best Methods
appearance
a
presented
white
Sunduy
tains
Conducting
Successful
a
of
WHOLESALE II A Kl) WAKE
this morning. It snowed in tile nioun- School." by Prof. D. M Richards
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
7
11:M15-11Flrwt
Kouth
Htieet
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.
11:15 Discussion, led by Mrs. R. J. j tains lust night.
m-jc-

AND STAPLE

n

j

1

at your own prices

Anything to Put Into a House.

Our

j

Intsallment Plan.
Is opening up well,

try It.

t

I Golden Rule Dry Goods Company

I

0. W. STRONG'S SOHS

mT

Wmm

Pelts

He-lth-

t3

K

(Be. IB. WiBBSams

I

GOLD'S OLD

CURIOSITY
311-31-

SHOP

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST

7

IIJAf

J. C.

g

r

vj,

O rC
O

f

BALDRIDGE

U.t,,jvJ

BACHEC HI

&

CO.,

ADVERTISE

dele-gates-

III

OTIZEII

THE

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
AND BAR SUPPLIES

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.

gen-eia-

nl

I

ft.

law

IlilElil
W

Alaska Refrigerators PLEASURE
"Thc World's Best"

FOR ALL....

WHITE MOUNTAIN

Ice Cream Freezers

IT N "K Y CO

I

J. KORBER & CO.

X

ME

Cnrrt

The Groceries von buv here are just right.
The best quality at a fair price.

!

CATfWmC

CANDY

Pleasant. Palatablft. PrWn
Orwl TVoOrxnl,
Nerer Siekn, Wahn or it ripe,
lr, Wc. NVrer
old In hulk. The (ennlne tablet tamped, C C C.
Guaranteed to cure or your notify back.
Sterling Remedy Co.. Chicago or N.Y. 601

214 W. Railroad Ave

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

COMFORTS OF HOME
that make a happy couple. We have
contributed In no small degree to the
comfort of many a household. And
expect to continue doing so. Our stock
of furniture Is more extensive than
ever, and we're selling It at marked
down prices. Handsome and serviceable parlor suits, $15.00. Dura'ule and
elegant lounges, couches, easy chairs
at half real value. Astonishing bargains. Cash or time. We want your
trade. Satisfaction guaranteed.

M

Futrelle Furniture Co.

Alvarado Trio.
The Alvarado Trio will render the
following Interesting program this evening, between 6 an J 8 o'clock:
OvertureFrom Dawn to Twilight. .
Bennett
Waltz Cupid s Pranks
Knebler
Fas des Aniphoreg
Chaminadc
Intermezzo Idle Fancies
Clark
Cake Walk Black Eyed Susan
Wade
Overture Niagara
Doettger
March
Hlennerhasset
Arnold
Waltz Prayer and Passion. . .Grimm
Hiawatha
Moret

;

V

COPYR K3HT.

West End Viaduct
Street and Gold Avenu'

--

Cor. Second

V

P.

& B.

YOU PEOPLE WHO EAT.
Attention! If your appetite is on a
call on D. Weiller & Co., the
C4old
avenue grocers. They can fix
your'a up. Everything to eat, always
fresh; call and give us a trial.

It H E
1
2
9
Detroit
5
Washington
7
2
Hatterles: Mullins and McAllister;
Patten and Clarke.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

J

At St.
St. Louis
New York

R

Batteries:

Sudhoff and
Chesbro and O'Connor.
Cleveland .,

The Jeweler

Meal Market
Call flantc
anil oun
von uuu
nnuia

All kinds KnACh
1 1
of

SHAM SMSJICE fACTOBY.

EMIL KLEINWORT,

t
i

Mutual

Fjev 1q Wtar.
No preisuieci
Y lliptor IUrk.
I No uiurMTapi
I Never muvf.s.

Telephone

!

No. 203

!

43.

West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerqu, N. fl.

uST.

ELMO

SASPLB AND CLUB ROOM.

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies.
Wines, etc.

JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop.
120 W.

...TOTI

&c

Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

G RADI...

DEALERS IN

LIQUORS AND QROCERIES
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay and Grain. Imported French and
Italian Goods. Sole Agents for San Antonio Lime.
Free Delivery to all Parts of the Cit .;
Old 'Phone 247.

7

North Third Street,

ALBUQUERQUE

Boston-Chicag-

5

game postponed on

o

Western League
At Des Moines
Des Moines
St. Joseph

R

H

4

9
6

1

At Colorado Springs

R

1

0

Hr E

At Omaha

City game postponed
on account of rain.
Omaha-Kansa- s

At Denver
R H E
2
7 17
Denver
3
6 18
Milwaukee
Lempke and l.attlmer;
Batteries:
Swarmstedt, McPherson and Lucia.
R
0

Pittsburg
Brooklyn

Batteries: Ieever and

H

E

2
3
1
5 10
Phelps; Gar-

R

II

E

3

7

2

9

2
1

Batteries: llahn and Bergen; Piatt

Iron Work to Order
IS SECOND 8TREET

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

CAMPING OUTFITS

NEW AND SECOND HAND

W. H. Hopkins, general agent of the
London-Lancashir-

e

Bow-erma-

At St, Paul
St. Poul

Kotfof Ova'.;.

lolcdo

:

,

Cure

U

SPRING MEDICINE
FOR THE BLOOD

THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND

J

n7

TES

SEE-

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
without board; also furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire 124
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellhoefer.
FOR RENT From May 1 to Sept 1,
the Highland Hotel, will rent rooms
at $10.00 per month and up.
FOR RENT Nice front rooms for
light housekeeping; rent reasona
ble; 522 West Railroad avenue. Inquire In brick part.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, ToJ
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
$200,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS!

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
2
A B. McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds,

LOANS.
In sums to Bult.
Address, postoffice box 383, Albuquerque, N. M.

MONEY TO LOAN

YOUR SPRING

SHIRTS

PROPOSALS.
PCKAI S K)K HKICK LAI NOKY,
PK Drriirtiiient
nf the Interior, oilier of In-

l.

dian Attain, Wiuilmigton,
C. May IS HMiH.
Scaled 1'roponulii enlintd "Proposals for
l.au' dry. A'luiuurrqiir, N. M." and addrrasrd
to the C'onuni-s'orir- r
of Indian Aftaira, Wanli-iketoJ. C, will ne received at the Indian
Office, until two n'elix-- ! m. of Tliumday,
June 11. 1110:1. for fnrnialilng Mid de'ivernikf
the neceasary in teriala and lahnr required to
cnu-tM- it
and cnrnplet a brick laundry, with
plumhinir, at the A tiuquerque Indian Schn:il.
N. M. in trict accordance with plana hiiecili-ration- a
to bidder which may
anc
r e examined at tlua ofiice. the uftirra of the

C'i'irn." Alhunuernue.

N

M

,

the "New

Mexican " Santa Kr, N M , the "ftuihlera' and
Trailem Kxchanirea" at Omaha. Nehr,. Milwaukee, Win and St Paul. Minn., the U. 8.
Indian warehu ara at Hlft Howard St Omaha,
Nebr., litvr, S. Canal St Chirnwii. III. and 119
and 121 Wocwter t New Yin k City and at
the School ror further ir formation .. v tu
Superv lor in Charge' AlbuA. O.
querque, N. M. A. C Timner, Ann n Comm.

L'OKT HAYAKD. New Mexico. May Ti.
V liidH Sealed propoaala in triplicate for
furnishing material and corirtirtinu Medical
Storehouse, Hoplul Corp Itarrark Keceiv-nVault. CieaniHtorv, UuartermaMrr Storehouse.
MortfUf, Cold Storai;ero. m and Lah"ratory
he'e will be received until '4 o'ch ck V. M.,
June 14. ltto:t. Information furmahrd i n application. The I'nited Statea rearrvea the
tri accept or reiect any or all prop, la or
riht
cent; mi' h pro
anyrart thereof Knvelo-epoa4lt .boulil te er dcra. d '"PropobaK" for anv
or all or tre here n uieToned i.uildr
ami
wcll,
hhould be aHdreaaed to Captain II M
Quartermaster.

SOc and SI.OO
Soft Boom
S1.25 and S1.SO
Monarch
f.75 and S2.2S
Manhattan
S3. SO
Earl A Wilson, all pure linen

UNDERWEAR
Fine Balbrlggan... SI.OO to 92. SO suit
Fancy Balbrlggan S3. OO to S4.SO suit
Scrlven Elastic Seam Silk .... 96. OO suit

Straw Hats from SOo to 93. OO each
Sweet-Or- r
Pants and Overalls

a

H O'RIELLY

OLO'.'RMONk.

errs

CO.,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Insurance company, with headquarters at San Francisco, is here today on official busiAt Philadelphia
R H E ness. F. II. Kent Is the local agent,
Chicago
6
8 12
and he has tho visitor in tow today.
4
Philadelphia
1
9
The Citizen has received compliBatteries: Lundgren and Kling;Mc-Fetridg- e mentary tickets to the third concert of
and Zlmmer.
the Choral society, to be held at Public
library hall, Wednesday evening, June
R H E 3. "The Hiawatha" will be presented.
At New York
13 13
3
New York
Hon. M. R. Otero, register of the ter4 11 10 ritorial land office, returned to the
St. Ixiuis
Batteries: Taylor, Miller and
territorial capital this morning, after
Brown, Ixivett and Weaver.
spending a few days in the city with
his family.
American Association.
The Montezuma Trust company will
At Kansas City
occupy the vacant store room In the
2
Kansas City
building, corner of
9 Columbus hotel
Indianapolis
Second street and Gold avenue.
Aurabam Kempenieh, the big gen
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee-IxMiisvillgame postpon- eral merchant or Peralta, Is In the
city today interviewing the local
ed on account of rain.
wholesale merchants.
Mrs. M. A. Skinner, after a month's
At Minneapolis
visit in San Marcial to Mr. and Mrs
11
Minneapolis
Elwood Hayes, returned to city Sun
2
Columbus
day morning.

--

All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

MATTRESSES

and Moran.

AHES, Proprietor.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware

DUPLEX

Boiradaile &

&

GO.,

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

tea

oroToxs z

Z

s s taa . b a

Z

:
m s5

NEW 'PHONk. 21
s

"riy.6.T.5.o

1

Just received a large assortment of
,.rt iqusres and rugs. Albert Faber,
Grant building.

f

- CROCKERY

FURNITURE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXK.O.

vin and Ritter.
At Boston
Cincinnati
Boston

BAR AND. CLUB ROOMS

SANITARY

)

Batteries: Cushman and Fobl; Glade
and Garvin.

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
I". O.

2

2

National League.

N. THIRD 8TRKM

PRESCRIPTIONS

:.ct:ilnt
' nufst
I leu. ia
vitb Comfort.

E

account of rain.

At Brooklyn

RUPPE,

B.

H

8 10
6
Peoria
4
12 16
Colorado Springs
Batteries: Olmstead, Wolf and Wilson; Curtis, Vllleman and Starnagle.

THIRD STREET

..riMAM

R

i
Snyder;

At Chicago

The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

MASONIC B0ILDIN6.

9
7

1

1

Philadelphia
1
0
4
Ratterles: Moore and Abbott; Plank
and Powers.

245 and 300
Rflaynard,

ft E

6

At Cleveland

8

ZEIGF.R CAFE

American League.

6 Rut Up In Rolls Complete With Fixture for Laying. Dura-- T
bllltv Guaranteed Write for Booklet an. Sample

C. BALDRlDGL,

up-to-da- te

At rtt trolt

NEEDS NO PAINTING.

J.

I

up-to-da-

YESTERDAY'S BASE BALI..

MALTHOID - ROOFING
Z

..Albert Faber..

Wagons and other Chattels, ilgo on
Salaries. FROM 10 UPWARDS. One
303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU
ver Cily Normal,
to twelve months time Is given.
Wl.jout delay and Ktrtctly pilvate.
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
Goods remain in your possession. GET
OF EXERCISES- PROGRAM
OUR RATES before borrowing.
House Furnishing Goods.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
The Citizen received the following
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
invitation:
Rooms 3 and 4 Graut BuiMing,
305 West Railroad Atenue.
"The board of regents and faculty
of the t'nlverslty of New Mexico request the honor of your presence at
DISTRICT COURT.
the commencement exercises, begin1!ti;!,
31,
ning Sunday, May
and contin- Petit Juror Named and Several Suits
uing during the week."
Filed.
The Program.
Following are the petit juror? for the
Uniof
Commencement exercises
the
June session of the district court: Erversity of New Mexico, 1!M3.
YOU SEE THE FINEST CAR-PE- T
Meyers. T. A. Whitten, John ! av-enest
May 25, Thursday, 8:00 p. m.. pupils"
William Bryce, D. Dcnham, Otto
music recital.
DISPLAY EVER MADE
Dleckmann, W. V. Futrelle. J. J. GorMay 3d. Saturday, field day.
A. Hubbs. J. F. Luthy, A. L.
man,
J.
At 10:00 a. m ball game.
IN ALBUQUERQUE AND AL.
Noa Ilfeld, M. P. Stamm, Chas.
At 1:30 p. m., intercollegiate athlet- Myers. A. B.
McGaffey, George L.
ic meet.
SO THE BEST CARPET VAL- D. A. Blttner. B. A. Slcyster.
May 31, Sunday, 3:00 p. m baccal Brooks.
The special jury commissioners were
COPVRIC HT
aureate service.
UES EVER OFFERED
Capt. W. E. Dame and H. E. Fox.
June 2, Tuesday. 10: W a m., gradpapers
Yrlsarrl
Jacolo
filed
has
uating music recital.
through
attorney. A. B. McMlllen.
We are showing the latest patterns direct from the
June 3, Wednesday, 8:00 p. m., cho- against S.hisVann
& Son.
The suit Is on
leading carpet manufacturers-a- ll new and
ral society concert.
a note.
te
goods for
June 4, Thursday, 8 : 0 p. m., compeople. We want you to examine
Gulseppe Badaracco has brought suit
our
goods
mencement exercises.
and
prices
in Linoleum, Oil Cloth, Matting
against G. W. Johnston, administrator
an i rugs. Wo offer some special good values and can
June 5, Friday, is: 00 p. m., alumni
A. Finical, and
of
of
the
Thomas
estate
bit liquet. (By special Invitation.).
J. A. Henry. The matter concerns j save you money.
All exercises will be held In the hall
some property of the plaintiff of Third
of the School of music, Public Library
building, except the field sports at the street. Plaintiff asks that the defendants be barred and stopped from havfair grounds.
ing any rights whatever in connection
with the property.
Silver City Normal.
acknowlcges
receipt
office
This
of
F. A. Colburn, who Is putting In the
the following invitation:
new book store In the Barnett building
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor:
"The class of 1903. Normal School of on
Railroad avenue, says that If the
New Mexico, requests the honor of
our presence at its commencement ex Santa Fe will deliver his show cases in
will be able to open up for
erciseB at Normal hall, June 4, at 10 time he
business tomorrow.
o'clock."
Graduates.
CLASSIFIED ADS.
L. Don pi a a Gifford, Academic.
INFST WHISKIES, IV PORTED A DOMESTIC WlNrtft
COGNAC.
Gussie Minerva Rodgers, profession1h. voolett and Hlghaat Grade of Lager a.rv.j.
Note All classified advertisements
al.
a word for
Finest and Beat Imported a ,d Oomaatlo Clfare
Florence Livingston Utter, profes- or rather "llners.': one cent charge
each insertion. Minimum
for
sional.
any classified advertisements. 15 cents.
Mary Eckles, kindergarten.
In order to Insure proper classification
Commencement Events,
all "liners" should be left at this of
Saturday, May 30, society literary flee not later than 8 o'clock p. m.
contest.
WANTED.
Sunday, May 31, baccalaureate address. Rev. J. G. Harshaw, Normal WANTED Girl for general housework
hall.
In family of three. Apply to J. C.
Monday, June 1, field day, Athletic
Flournoy, 714 North Third street.
park.
WANTED Salesladies at Golden Rule
Tuesday evening, June 2, Morrill
Dry Goods Company; those speak
hall, class day exercises.
and
ing Spanish and references prefer
Wednesday evening, June 3, Normal
red; also want beginners.
hall, public reception.1'
WANTED Blacksmith to do all kinds
Thursday, June 4, graduating exerof wagon work.
Inquire Otero &
cises, 10 a. m. Address, Hon. R. M.
Haverkampf, San Rafael, N. M.
Turner.
WANTED By an educated, compeAlumni banquet at San Vicente, 2 p.
tent woman, position as stenograph
m. (by Invitation).
Alumni business
er. Address Anna T. Baker, Mesilla
meeting at Normal hallA 8 p. m.
Park.
WANTED
Local
traveling
and
i T
Muercal Rtal."
' agents
to represent the Indiana
This afternoon, at the public library
State Life. Address L. W. Galles,
hall the pupils of the New Mexico UniAlbuquerque, N. M.
WmkWaaaal
versity school of music rendered the WANTED Two good milkers. Matfollowing program, there being presthews Jersey Dairy.
ent quite a large crowd of citizens:
WANTED
Highest price paid for
Ortlepp
Call to Arms
gents' second hand clothing and
Misses Tascher and Manning
tools. Send address and will call. R.
Valse, E flat
Durand
Sweeny, 515 South First street
Estelle Luthy
WANTED Young men to prepare for
Knight Rupert
Schumann
government positions. Fine open
Ruth Rrockmeier
ings In all departments. Good salarHappy Farmer
Schumann
ies.
Rapid promotions. ExaminaNita Rankin
Oold Avenue
tions soon. Particulars free. Inter-Stat- e
In April
Hawley
Cor. Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Lula Palmer
Chopin
Valse, C minor
FOR SALE.
Mrs. Borradalle
FOR SALE A pony. Inquire at St.
Consolation
Kirchner
Vincent academy.
I
Helen Bcarrup
FOR
SALE OR .RENT Ranch ol
Voice of the Heart
Van Gael
about fifty acres near Alameda; In
Lillian Norman
alfalfa. Inquire of Mrs. Monahan,
U S DEPOSITORY
Ruby house.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

CARPETS

Ttf1,

A. J. MM.0Y,

LOAN !
HONEY TOorgans,
Pianos,
.'Iorses,

On Furniture,

When You Look at Our

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

I

Invitations From University and

Best for

Coffee

40-ce- nt

7

tht
Kr

t find
I would Ttn t
0 foM
without thrm. 1
troubled
frrM deal with
torpid llrer and headache.
inr Uktnff
4'aicartu Candy Cathartic 1 t Try mnrh better
t ahall eertatnly rf command thm to my frUmU
at th b?t medicine I have Ter ieen."
Adda Basinet, Otbora Mill Mo. t, aU Rlw, Nui.

0AN8,

PER ONAL PROPERTY

SCHOOL EXERCISES.

1AZYLRJEB

JUST RIGHT

Our
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Notes from Correspondents
FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
An Albuquerque Boy Writes Interestingly About the People.
United States Steamship Alliay, Jolo,
Jolo Island, April 2. 1!03.
Messrs. Hughes & McCreiRlit, publishers Albuquerque Dally Citizen:

Dear Sirs: I take the pleasure to
send yon a description of the Moros
and their religious belief of the
and their ways, and I for one
an vouch for the Juraraentado when
lie is on the warpath, as I have been a
witness to three different rases, where
lie has tried to kill all he could before
he Is killed. In one ease two Juramen-tado- s
killed seven and wounded three;
hi another instance the Juramentado
was shot nine times through the body
and after he had fallen to the ground
he raised up and with his liolo rut a
cavalry horse's neck so bad that they
bad to shoot the horse. The desire to
kill is so Impressed on their mind that
they fight until the last. Their belief
Is that if a pig Is burled with the dead
their soul ill go to hell, and the other
day they l.uried three Juramentados
with pigs, and we are now looking
for an outl.it ak.
ball and other sports Is rather
on the wane at present, as all sports
hiv held outside of the wall, and the
ones that take part In the sports are
handicapped by having to keep their
arms on their person. Nevertheless,
there are some very good games of
ball.
I hope that Albuquerque still holds
the honor of having the best base ball
team In the southwest.
Regards to all. hoping that I will be
with you next spring.
Best wiBhes to the publishers of The
Very respectfully.
Citizen.
FRED T. TALBOT.
Jura-tnaotad- o

n.-is-

The Juramentado,
The Moros are accustomed to suffer
all the caprices of their despotic authority. The laws of centuries permit
the men to be recruited for any purpose whatsoever. The debtor who can
not pay becomes, with his family, the
slave of the creditor, and the Moros
are so indifferent to these conditions
that their owners do not encounter
and difficulty in making them contract
such debts for their own resources.
The debtor thus loses all his rights
and his children can be sold throughout the archipelago. He can, however,
Imy the lilerty of his family at the
risk of his own life, i. e., for the largest number of Christians whom he can
slay. If the debtor accepts this proposition he becomes that moment a Juramentado, knowing perfectly well that
If he manages to get in the midst of an
American or Spanish settlement that
all hope for escape is lost. Death is
therefore certain for all Juramentados,
and it is never the case that one repents his impudence, because there
are a number of Juramentados assembled to submit themselves to certain
pandetas or
rites performed
priests.
Alone in the deserted forests, the
moonlight adding its rays to the weird
and fantastic scene they .commence
their exercises by fasting, reciting and
praying over the graves of the departed Juramentados and Bpeak of the
bliss and happiness that is to be theirs
in t,lie heaven of Mohammed. When
they arrive at a sufficient state of
but never before, they are
Bent into a Christian community. As
this is a ceremony that Interests many
different families and a great many
fomalities have to be gone through it
can never be absolutely kept a sec
ret, no matter how much it would be
to their interest to do so. and thus it
is tbrrt the governor of Jolo receives
notice that an attack will be made, but
they can never Inform him the exact
time the attack will be made, because
the Juramentados themselves do not
know at what time they will reach
the exulted state.
At midnight In the magic splendor
of the moon reverberates in the depth
of the forest the warlike cries, sounding metal like; the everlasting lamenting echo of ever wandering souls; the
priest congregates all fame thirsting
youths, speaks of the strong men who
died nol.le deaths In front of the enemies steel, of tbe menacing shadow of
creditors, of the glory of the hero and
the infamy and slavery of the coward
and of tbe other inexhaustlng lives of
pleasure, where brilliant eyes look up
on infinite treasures and imagination
crazes them. They convulsively grasp
their sharp knives and imagine them
selves feeling the cold sweat of death
on their foreheads from the damp va
pors of tbe night, sing, their voices In
stalling valor into their hearts. The
following day they die at an outpost
The first Juramentado we have
knowledge of through history or tradi
tlon gave themselves to martyrdom
through exultation or belief exulted In
their practice of prayer, fasting and
making abstractions of all terrestrial
pleasure and goffig to gain the Para
dise offered to all believers of Mobani
med. They prepare themselves for the
sacrifice, imposing upon themselves
material mortification, putting strong
bindings upon tbelr purposes and re
solve tu die on the terminal day. They
shave their heads and eyebrows care
fully, clothe themselves in clean white
clothing (color worn by the people of
the Island) and accompanied by their
relatives, after arriving at the spot of
bloody purification, they take leave of
their relatives and present themselves
before the largest possible body of
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Jim Dumps provided for his heirs

That "Force" might be forever theirs.
" I can't do better with my wealth,"
He said, "than to Insure them health.
Clear brain, good muscle, nerve and vim I
And 'Force' gives these," quoth "Sunny Jim.

Christians, calling their attention, provoking them In search of death or martyrdom. The memories of eternal recompense were to receive cruel blows,
without a murmur or a lament they
lay vlrtlms of their own Ignorance.
These mystic martyrs followed the
warrior and were not satisfied In dying, but are anxious to kill, mixing religious fanaticism with political favor,
never retreating, showing themselves
to the enemies and trying to cause the
Cereal
Tbe
death of the largest number before
falling. These open attacks are followed by ambuscades and surprise's;
mattes good health
and means seem proper to gain their
heirloom.
martyrdom. The odium of races, the
desire to distinguish themselves be
fore their families, wishing to be
Sweat, crisp flakes of wheat and malt.
avenged and many other causes today
make the Juramentado. Abuse or any
injury will make an assassin of the
A Dyepptlo No Longer.
Moro and will convert the greatest
" A emitleman living in this villa, I. A. Watson, was a gruat
coward into a ferocious least. Take a
sufferer from indigestion. Be purchased from ma m package of
'Force' two or three months ago and has continued uslug 'Force'
Moro who has been your friend and
ever since, and has not had the slightest symptom of the disease
force him to leave you and he will
since.
Joseph Hood."
make you take a kuese and kill him,
because he will never allow himself
Tragedies of all
to be dishonored.
kinds are credited to the Juramentado.
03
Modern arms have, however, diminished the devils in human form and
only the very bravest and most fanatic
commit themselves for this purpose.
There are few pandltas to be found
who will prepare candidates for mar order to strengthen his nervous and heated state.
The point where the
tyrdom.
The respect for authority physical system, now badly over strange discovery was made is twelve
wrought by the work and worry of sev- ir lies south of Casas Grande and about
cools their religion.
eral business interests at widely sep- five miles from the end of th Sierra
HAIR WON'T FALL OUT
arated points.
Madre railroad in a chain of mounFaywood
The
compatains.
Concentrates
If You Kill the Dandruff Germ With ny
has nearly completed its plant and
the New Treatment.
Foley's Honey and Tar Is peculiarly
Messrs. Smith and Salcldo are transcitizen ferring a tank car of crude petroleum adapted for asthma, bronchitis and
John N. Fuller, a
of Colfax, Wash., says: "I had dan- to the receiving tank. This company hoarseness. Alvarado Pharmacy.
druff so badly that It caked on my has a process of concentrating ores
Look Into Kleinwort's
market on
Herpicide completely cured without the use of water in
scalp.
either the
onh Third street He has the nicest
me." George H. McWhlrk, of Walla separation of metals or production of resb
meals In the city.
Walla, Wash , says: "Herpicide com- power, the latter being furnished by
o
Elgin,
Monarch and Cluett shorts,
pletely cured me of a bad case of dan- vaporized petroleum. When the plant
diuff of 30 years' standing." They is in full operation I hope to give your all the new color combinations and
took the only really sensible treat- many readers a clear, concise descrip- white, pleated, $1.00 and $2.50 SIMON STERN, the Railroad avenue
ment, a remedy that destroys the dan- tion of its performance,
because. If a
druff germ Newbro's Herpicide. Stop success, It means the profitable work- clothier.
dandruff, hair won't fall out, but will ing of mines distant from wood, coal
Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.50 shoes-stron- gest
grow naturally, luxuriantly.
Allays and water.
boys' shoe In the world-m- ade
itching instantly and makes hair glosof bos calf or vict kid, at $2.50.
Mr. Llndauer has resided in this secsy and soft as silk. At druggists. One
tion of New Mexico these many years Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
bottle will convince any doubter of its and is a leading Silver City dealer in
merits.
"Grand Canyon Illuminated Mounts,"
dry goods and clothing.
"Sold by leading druggists.
Send
is enjoying a period of "Lesser Platinum Prints" on sale at
Mr.
Peterson
10c in stamps for sample to The HerSanta Fe ticket office for 25 cents. Call
picide Co., Detroit. Mich. B. H. Brlggs recreation and rest from his arduous and see samples. F. L. Myers, agent.
duties as locomotive engineer on the
ft Co., special agents.
o
division of the Santa Fe, Rincon to SilScreen work done by the Phoenix
FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.
ver City, where he has held the throt- planing
mill, Gold avenue.
tle for the past fifteen years.
Guests at Hotel Fay wood ConcenMr. Brock was for several years Coronado
lent City, Coronado, Cal.
trates Company About Read;
foreman of this division of the DiaWe will have on sale to Coronado
for Business.
mond A ranches, but he resigned near- Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, ThursSpecial Correspondence.
ly two years ago and now has a fine, day and Saturday during May, June,
well stocked ranch aliout four miles July, August and September, 1902;
Faywood Hot Springs. May 24.
Among recent arrivals at Faywood ho- from Aden on the Southern Pacific round trip tickets at rate of $35, limittel and sanitarium are: Mr. and Mrs. railroad.
ed to November 30, 1903; stopovers In
W. I j. Christian, Lexington, Ky.; C. L.
Mr. Col a id's rheumatism vanished either direction west of Barstow, CaL
Kurtz, Columbus. Ohio; M. W. Smith, in a week and he has returned to his For further Information call on ticket
A. C. Salcldo. Cook's Peak; Mr. and duties as foreman of the Bible mill agent Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
Mrs. Chris Peterson, Samuel Llndauer, and smelter.
F. L. Myers, agent.
Silver City; Henry Brock, Aden.
o
A bure Thing.
Mr. Christian is traveling in the InExcursion Rates to Coronado Beach,
terest of the W. C. McBrayer Distilling
California.
It is said that nothing Is sure except
Rates, Including meals en route,
company and makes periodical visits death and taxes, but that 1b not alto this portion of his business district, together true. Dr. King's New Dis Grand Canyon side trip with hotel acwhile Mrs. Christian finds this climate covery for consumption is a sure cure commodations, and two weeks board
so beneficial to her health that she for all lung and throat troubles. and lodging at Coronado Beach, with
spends most of her time here and in Thousands can testify to that. Mrs. C. four additional weeks at $10 a week, If
Silver City.
B. Van Metre of Shepherdtown, W. desired.
Single parties with standard PullMr. Kurtz, a prominent politician Va., says, "I had a severe case of bronand financier of Ohio, was unexpectedchitis and for a year tried everything I man, $107; two parties with standard
ly summoned home ou Important busiheard of, but got no relief. One bottle Pullman, $97.50; single parties with
ness, but expects to return soon and f Dr. King's New Discovery then cure-e- tourist sleeper, $97; two parties with
remain here during his "amtlon in
me absolutely." It's Infallible for tourist sleeper, $92.50.
Dates of sale, June 1 to August 31,
croup, whooping cough, grip, pneuinclusive; limit, two months from date
DYSPEPSIA OF WOMEN. monia and consumption. Try It. It's of
sale. Tourist limit of ten days each
guaranteed by ail druggists. Trial botway with stopovers.
tles free. Regular sizes 60c, J1.C0.
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VOLCANO

IN

SIERRA MADRES.

El Paso Citizens Discover a Smoldering Crater Known to Natives.

special telegram from El Paso,
dated May 24, says:
Alderman George
and three
other well known citizens have just
i eturned
from Casaa Grande, in the
heart of the Sierra Madre mountains,
and relate the discovery of a smolder
ing volcano hitherto unknown except
by a few natives.
Huge volumes of smoke and vapor
are constantly issuing from the top o,f
the rugged mountain. Ascending the
mountain they found the peculiar
smoke a volatile substance mixed with
dust and vapor.
The sides of the
crater are moist and sweaty. A green
shrub growing just above the opening
on one side of the crevice Is evidence
that the eruption Is of recent origin.
When the (.arty returned to the
hanks of the rlvei the smoke was still
visible and the party was at a loss to
enderstand why they had not seen it
before. A resurvey of the situation
showed that the mountain from which
the smoke came from was half hidden
by another mountain at which they
had all the time been looking when
trying to verify the report of Mexican
boys.
Before reaching the top the smoke
became visible and a peculiar smell
discernible. Receding In the direction
of the smoke west of the summit they
came upon a f.reat crack in the rock
five feet wide and twenty feet long,
slanting into the mountain, from which
smoke was pouring in a Bteady and
heavy volume with the odoi and
breath-takineffect of hartshorn. None
of the party could stand near enough
to the apcrature to look Into it.
At the foot of the mountain and at
one side of the Casaa Grande river
are several hot springs showing the Interior of the mountain is In a highly
A

Mrs. E. B. Bradshaw, of
Outhrie, Okla., cured of a severe
case by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
A great many women suffer with a

form of Indigestion or dyspepsia which
does not seem to yield to ordinary
medical treatment. While the symptoms seem to be similar to those of
ordinary indigestion, yet the medicines universally prescriWd do not
seem to restore the patient's normal
condition.
Airs. Pinkliam claims that there
Is a kind of dyspepsia that is caused
by derangement of the feuiule organism, and which, while it causes disturbance similar to ordinitry Indigestion, cuunot Ims relieved without a
medicine WiUii not only act as a
stomiK-l- i tonic, but has peculiar uterine
ton io effects as well.
TIioiikhimU of testimonial let-te- rn

question thut
itniu'
nothing will rcliexe thin ilKtrcsK-li- g
t
Mir-a 1. villa
condition
11. 1'iitkliain'H
Vi'pretuldp
It always works in liar
liiony witli (lie leinale K.vsteni.
Mrn. IMnkliam uilvist's Kick
Wouicu li ve Aitlioa l.ynu, Muss.
oin-Htni-
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(Homestead Entry No. 6541.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, land office
at Santa Fe, N. M May 18, 1903.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named pettier has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albu
querque, N. M., on June 27th, 1903, viz:
Clinton C. Jones, for the N H N W V
S E
N W V4 S W 4 N E M Sec. 27,
T 10 N. R 4 E.

He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz: Jacob
I.oebs, of Albuquerque, N. M., Don J.
Rankin of Albuquerque, N. M. David
Weiller of Albuquerque, N. M., John
Stobbe of Alhuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
.

Denver

& Rio

Grande System

DENVER 4 RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE A SANTA FE

Glen-woo-

.. ..TOWNS AND MINING CANPrt.. ..
(Homestead Entry No. 6274.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May

The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Paclfls Coast
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, 8altLake
City, Ogden, Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE
La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

Of-

20,

1903.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the United
States court commissioner at San Rafael, New Mexico, on June 25, 1903 viz:
Jesus Abelta, for the W of SEM and
Eft of SW4, sec. 34, T. 11 N., R. 8 W.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land: rlz:
Donaciano Pino, Alferjo Montano,
Juan Mata Candelarla, Pablo Perea, all
of Cubero, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

aw

J. A. EDSON, Manager,
A. 8. HUGHES, Gen, Traffic Man.
Denver Colo.
Denver. Colo. .
H. K
HOOPER . Hen Pn.anmror o,r
:. nieui,. jjenver UOiO.

Tii,,
--

F. A. J ones, t. M., C. fc
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survej
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited.
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A badge

of the
Burlington.
"For years and years a Burlingtc badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
or agent, has etood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

annum Know

wumiirrui

hirlinq Sprav

km s i ntrtarr.

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St

1
liur.iiiftrft Ann
wlin p. Invalu
0lcUUdl,-ft- .
Mlata'a-- (team
Tlrara HO,..

i'or.

oue signal which foretells physical
decay. Another is pale lifete
kin.
The muscle shrink and become flabby; the 1mm. y Itecomes emaciated, and
there U mi early tendency to round
lacks elasticity,
hottlder. The Mt-the uervca Income weak; mental and
physical activity are n burden.
This condition is called AVtioottt
it U cured by the use of

f4

They
the hungry nerves, revive
tlie weakrurtt orKiiua and make life
brighter ami awerter In any man or
woman who lias suflcred from phy ileal

drain.
li ft) per

t.o ; 11 hoara (with legal
Inrui e or refund the money ),
ruaruutt-- H.xk
free.
I'tAI. MKMCMK
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

by B. H.
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Nothing has ever equalled it.
Nothing can ever surpass it.

Dr. King's
New Discovery
MP'I'IUX
t I'll a ana

I Or I soi.ita
Money

For

Price
SOc
11.00

Throat and
Lung Troubles.
back if it (ail. Trial Bottles free.
AH

.

lime

a

The Blues

A Perfect
Cure :

DAILY OVER

ittfumi lucrum. IH'ST- - M eat Moat Ctmvcnie i.
It llfUMM UaUai

'
"Mt the
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H.. acc.nl
ullwr. Inn iuiiuI Hum,, for ltll

For sale

EVER"

eXO

Call on Agent for full Information
N.
A.
BROWN, G. P. A, E.
System, El Paeo, Texas.

Every Woman
a

CJ

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or Memphis and Principal Points.

And if within ninety days from the
serving of this notice, you fail or refuse to contribute your proportion of
such expenditure, together with the
cost of this publication, as a
your Interest In the said claim will become the property of the subscriber un
der said section 2324.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
ALEX CONRAD,
Signature.

iauimriiiinn

TO THE NORTH AND EAST
"THE FA8TE8T

1902.

1 MARVEL Y

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS
.RUNS.

Notice of Forfeiture.
Territory of Arizona, County of Cochise, SB.
To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and as
signs:
You are hereby notOed that I have
expended one hundred dollars ($100.00)
la labor and Improvements upon the
"Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate Id
Peralta Canon, CochitI District, Berna
llllo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
by certificate filed February 8, 1898, Is
the office of the recorder of said County, In order to hold said premises un
der the provisions of section 2324 Re
vised Statutes of the United States, be
ing the amount required to hold the
ame for the year ending December 81

at ner parlors, No.
South First street, over the Hyde

Exploring Expltlon store. Is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
hair dressilng, treat corns, bunion
and ingrowing nails. She gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of complexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be. Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores lite to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder which shf
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recommended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds. Give her a tital.
Automatic telephone 490.

BUILDING.

THE POPULAR LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico

Mrs. Bamoiui,
205
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rE PACiriC RAILROAD.

. W. VALLERY, General
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The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City

o
o
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o
o
o
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o
o

This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over sli thousand feet
above the level of tbe sea, and tbe heat of the lower altitudes Is never
experienced.
Although not cenerally known summer Is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Maflana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmospaere as to make the evenings and nig s lovely.
Detween the music, tbe flowers and the pretty customs of car
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with 'he beauty of this country as to never forget bis trip under
The White Umbrella."

o

flie Mexican Central

o
o

Is prepared tc furo'-points In Mexico.

h

you with

W. D. MURDOCK,
P, A., Mexico
A. Q.

t

thr best

of accommodations
Call on or address,

W. S. MEAD,
C. A.. El Paso.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

to

C R. HUDSON.
Q. F. t P. A.,Mexlco.
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o
o
o
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o
o
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THE ALBUQUKRQUK

The best materials the best that money can buy.
A brewery as clean as your kitchen; the utensils as clean.
The cooling done In filtered air, in a plat glass room.
The beer aged for months, until thoroughly fermented, so
It will not cause biliousness.
The beer filtered, then sterilized in the bottle.
You're always welcome to the brewery for the owners an
proud of it.
8.. AiitomMIe
IM Booth Flr
And the size of it proves that
ftaoD No. 1. Albuo,uerue.
people know the worth of

Ask
far Ik

flitwttj
Battling.

The Beer That Made Milwaukee Famous

New Mexico Towns
TULAROSA.
From the Democrat.
John Cravens, Jr., lost one of his
fine milch cows from eating alfalfa.
Misses Ophelia and Ethel Maxwell
and Maggie Holden went to La Luz
to a dance this week.
Miss Jennie Camp, after an extended visit to Alamagordo, returned this
,
week, accompanied by her
Mrs. Will Camp.
Mrs. Fraiie is in receipt of a letter
from Mrs. Swaggert, who went from
Tularosa to Douglas. Ariz . a few
weeks ago. She is delighted with her
new home, but likes Tularosa water
best.
Mrs. E. B. Taylor of San Angelo,
Tex., a sister of Mrs. P. Coughlan, and
who has many friends here, is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Coughlan, accompanied
Mrs. Amelia
by her daughter-in-law- .
sister-in-law-

rpa.1n
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Taylor, whose home is at Cameron,
? Tex.
i

Caution!
This is not a gentle word but when
you think how liable you are not to
purchase the only remedy universally
known and a remedy that has had the
largest sale of any medicine In the
world since 1868 for the cure and
treatment of consumption and throat
and lung troubles without losing its
great popularity all these years, you
will be thankful we called your atten
tlon to Boschee's German Syrup. There
are so many ordinary cough remedies
made by druggists and others that are
cheap and good for light colds perhaps,
fcut for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup
and especially for consumption,
where there is difficult expectoration
and coughing during the niglus and
lornings, there is nothing like German
Syrup. The
size has Just been
Introduced this year. Regular size, 75
cents. At all druggists. J. H. O'Rieily
25-ce-

& Co.

TUCUMCARI.

From the Times.
Work will begin within a few days
on a thirty-toice plant and a 2,000
light electric plant, the machinery anj
materials Iif.v'.ng been bought.
One day lat week sixty wagons
were loaded at this place with hay
grain and provisions for the grading
ex
camns on the Choctaw-Amarllltension.
Every day several train loads of cat
tle pass through this place en route
to the Kansas City market. The cat
tie come from Texas. Arizona and New
Mexico, and are in fairly good condi
n

o

tion. wh'.ch indicates that the winter
throughout this suction was light.
The Legal Tender base ball team of
Tucumcari crossed bats with the Sunbeams at Santa Rosa on their grounds
Wednesday afternoon.
Both teams
had their best players, and for a time
it looked as if the game would be very
close. The Legal Tenders soon got In
some good work by a few heavy hits
which put them in the lead. At the
close of the ninth inning the score
stood 7 to 17 In favor of the Tucumcari
team.
Tucumcari will soon have to have a
freight house.
There are so many
gcods being shipped to this point that
the present freight house Is not large
enough to hold them. When the depot
was built there was plenty of room
and plenty to srare. Since Tucumcari
has become such a thriving little city
the building Is not large enough.

prospecting trip into the Jlcarrllla
mountains and Santa Rosa district.
They brought In some fine specimens
of Iron ores, sulphur and roal. The
iron leads are very large, and clone
to the railroat. The iron, apparently.
Is nearly pure, the sulphur readily
turns, exhibiting a blue blaze which
is hard to extinguish. Colonel May
reports having discovered a petrified
forest in Texa3 about one hundred
miles from Santa Rosa.
Attorney R. L. Young is back from
his trip over (he new railroad.
Workmen wtre engaged tearing
down the telegraph wires and putting
up a cable.
Mrs. Morrison was taken with par- lysis at her home In Organ last Sat
urday and died Sunday.
Gardens throughout the valley are
flourishing. There will be no scarcity
of vegetables in the valley this year.
Pedro Provencla, an old miner who
as been working at the Bennett-Ste- phenson mine for several years. Is reported very ill at his home In Mesilla.
Samuel O. Rean, accompanied his
Bon and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. I. O.
Castaneda, who left for Santa Rosalia,
Mexico, last week, as far as El Paso.
L. C. Collier, an experienced drug
gist from Ohio, is now employed at
Dr. line's drug store. Mr. Freeman,
former druggist, having retired.
Wanted.
We would like to ask, through the
columns of your paper, if there is any
person who has used Green's August
Flower for the cure of Indigestion,
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
not been cured and we also mean
their results, such as sour stomach,
formentatlon of food, habitual
nervous dyspepsia, head
aches, despondent feelings, sleepless
ness In fact, any trouble connected
with the stomach or liver? This medi
cine has been sold for many years In
all civilized countries, and we wish to
correspond with you and send you one
of our books free of cost. If you never
bot
tried August Flower, try a
tle first. We have never krown of Its
fading. If so, something more serious
is the matter with you. The
size has just been introduced this year.
Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists.
G. O. Green, Woodbury, N. J. J. H
O'Rielly & Co.
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BUDWEISER

Tent City, Coronado Beach, Califrrnla.

To guard against

imitation the
word

Go West to

Hudtoeiser

is branded on

Surf bathing, ocean breezes, snow apped Sierras. You can buy
a combination round trip ticket to fian Diego this summer Including railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price. Tent City Is a popular Southern
California summer seaside resort.
Write for full particulars
about this delightful vacation trip.
r.L.Myar
g
Atchlmon.
fmm

the corks of all

bottles of original Budweiser.
Accept no imitations of the

TopihaA.
Bants rm

King of Bottled Beers."
4

C.
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The sprain is of a
serious natute, and It Is reported that
it will be several months before Fritz
Mr. Bruggeman left for
can walk.
Roswell. whither he goes to bring his
ton home.
Mrs. Ned Fugate went down to Las
Vegas the flrpt of the week on a visit
to Conductor Fugate and family.
Mrs. Van Busklrk. daughter Miss
Ethel and son Frank expect to leave
for Missouri, where they will reside.
Mrs. Gussle Dyer and little son will
leave for Missouri next week, where
they will spend the summer months.
Mrs. Dyer will attend a good normal
while away.
Jerome Troy, who has large sheep
interests In Colfax county, came in
from the ranch. He was accompanied
by his wife, who will attend several
of the Interesting school programs.
Miss Schultz of Crawfordsville. Ind.,
cn route to her home from a trip to
Old Mexico, stopped off for a visit with
Miss Thomas. She will leave Satur
day morning for Colorado Springs and
Denver, where she will visit before
returning home. Miss Thomas will
accompany her friend as far as Den
ver.

method of official book keeping adopt-eby the territory.
Jose Aniailo Lucero and wife, ol Es- panola. acted as sponsors for the Infant child of Mr. and Mrs. Patroclno
opoz, which was baptized at the Ca
thedral by the Very Rev. Anthony
ourchegn. The Ivahy was christened
Mary Gertrude. After the ceremony a
sumptuous dinner was served at the
Ixpez home.
Seventy young Catholics marched
solemnly up to the altar rail of the
Guadalupe church Sunday morning at
o'clock mass and for the first time
received holy communion. The church
wae crowded with relatives of the
young people and all the children were
neatly attired, the girls In white and
the boys In black, while all carried
lighted candles.

MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and marble work.

Prices moderate. Shop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO & CO.

y

Too Great a Risk.
In almost every neighborhood some
one has died from an attack of colic

Aaeat

Albuquarqua

s

flrtlrra promptly fillet, Uy
W. KUNZ, Wholesale Dealer, Albuquerque.

in a game of ball.

the Ocean

California's Bummer Climate la rinest In the World
Cool Trip on the anta Fm

o

Each season brings out some new
features and an Improvement over
last. All our carts are fitted with new
and Improved gear, easy riding springs
and durable, and more elaborate than
Earth's greatest wonder the ever shown before. We have about 60
titan of chasms, a mile deep, assorted prices ranging from $4.00 to
many miles wide.
$30.00. Don't fall to see them before
buying. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co,
It
of
Pictures
corner Second and Coal.
For 25 cents will send the
season's novelty a Grand Can-- 1
mme
yon photochrome
view, uni i On
ror coughs, colds and croupe
quely mounted to reproduce
the Canyon tints. Or, for the
same price, a set of four
prints,
ready for
framing.
AND BUILDER
CONTRACTOR

Of Arizona

nute Cough Cure

black-and-whi-

JOHN HART

Books About It

For 60 cents will send a
Doors and Window Screens.
Grand Canyon book, 128 pages,
93 Illustrations, cover In color,
All Kinds of Jobbing.
contains articles by noted authors, travelers and scientists.
Worthy a place In any library. SHOPln the alley of First National
Or will mail free pamphlet, Bank Building.
"Titan of Chasms."
Apply to any agent of the
B. A. SLEYSTER.
Santa Fe system, or to
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
BRYNE
FIRE INSURANCE,
Gen. Pbbb. Agt. Southern CaliREAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
fornia Ry. and A., T. & S. F.
Coast Lines, Lob Angeles, ROOMS 1114. CROMWELL BLOCK,
Automatic Telephone 174.
California.

or cholera morbus, often medicine
could be procured or a physician sum
A reliable remedy for these
moned.
u. Besses should be kept at hand. The
risk Is too great for anyone to take.
o
and
Colic, Cholera
Chamberlain's
CLAYTON.
Diarrhoea Remedy has undoubtedly
Reporter.
A Farmer Straightened Out
From the
saved more pain and suffering than
Enterprise.
A man living on a farm near here From the
Mrs. Warren Cooley left for Kansas any other medicine in use. It can al
HI
F. H. Clark, who has been In
on a visit to asr motner.
came in a short time ago completely
ways be depended upon. For sale by
Mrs. M. MeGrath left for Newton, all druggists.
doubled up with rheumatism. I handed health for some time, left for his for
Missouri.
mer
in
home
rela
Kan., where she will visit with
him a bottle of Chamberlain's Pain
The Clayton public school closed tives for two weeks.
Ualm and told blm to use It freely and
Discharged From Penitentiary.
Mrs. Fred N. Nash and daughter,
if not satisfied after using it he need Friday. That night a program, con
Clarence W. Ford, who was convict
not pay a cent for It," says C. P. Ray sisting of drills, songs and recitations, Miss Vera, leit for the Btate of Wash ed in the United States court In the
Annual meeting German Baptist
lngton, where they will visit for about Fifth district about a year ago, of the Brethren, Bellefontaine, May 30 to
er, of fattens Mills, N. Y. "A few was rendered.
Mr. Laughlin of Paris, Tex., who has three months
days later he walked Into the store as
theft of a letter and sentenced to one June 4, 1903 One fare plus $2; on sale
Mrs. W. H. Maber. who has been ear's Imprisonment, and to pay the
straight as a string and handed me a the contract for the erection of the
May 27, 28, 29, 30 and June 1; limit,
dollar saying, 'give me another bottle Lawrence Mercantile company's new making her home In Arkansas since costs, was released Saturday. He ap June 6. For further Information call
city.
was
In the
the death of her husband, is expected peared before United States CommisCerrlllos and Gallup Domestlo Lump.
of ouamberlaln's Pain Balm. I want It building,
Claus Schlater enteralned a party In Raton some times next month to' vis- sioner J. P. Victory and filed affidavit at the ticket office.
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
"
in the house all the time for it cured
o
of friends at cards after which a sump It with friends.
Anthracite Nut, $7.60 per ten.
me." For salt by all druggists.
that he had no personal property or
See our new spring line of carpets
tuous lunch was served. The follow
Fred Bruggeman returned from a real estate with which to pay the costs We can save you money. Albert Fab
o
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 pef
R.
Mrs.
Mr.
present:
and
ing were
FARMINGTON.
visit to Roswell, where he went to and that he had served thirty days er, 305 West Railroad avenue.
ton.
P. Ervlen. Mr. and Mrs. C. Otto, Mr. witness the commencement exercises over the time of his sentence, where
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
From the Hustler.
and Mrs. A. W. Thompson, Mr. and of the Military Institute, his son Fred upon his discharge was ordered by the
Patronize home industry get a suit
Mr.
Fox,
Mrs.
Schroder,
W.
Mrs.
booming,
graduates.
E.
no
dam
but
The rivers are
being one of the
made from the products of the new
commissioner.
Yard and Office: 107 Ea Railroad
age reported as yet.
and Mrs. Ollin E. Smith and Mr. Rob
Mrs. F. W. .lex of Pueblo and Mrs
Woolens in the piece avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
woolen mills.
The Odd Fellows, Rebekahs and the ert Isaacs.
Mr. Joseph Pominvllle, or Stillwater, and measures taken at Simon Stern's,
J. E. Perkins of Chihuahua, Mexico
C. W.
Gates was arrested and after a couple of weeks' visit here Minn., after having spent over $2,000 the Railroad avenue clothier.
Telephones:
Woodmen will move Into their new
Automatic, 416 and
placed in jail by Sheriff Pablo Baca y with their Bister, Mrs. T. Mahan, left with the best doctors for stomach trou
267; Bell, 49.
hall next week.
The business of the Farmington Sanchez on a telegram sent by J. H for their respective homes.
Our linen display is attractive; our
ble, without relief, was advised by his
MIXED PAIN
Mrs. M B Stockton and daughter. druggist, Mr. Alex. Richard, to try
umber yard is Increasing daily only Cook of Texline. Upon the arrival
prices none the less so. Albert Faber, DEVOE'S READY
rouble to get lumber from the mill here of Mr. Cook we learned that Miss Laura, returned from a six weeks box of Chamberlain's Stomach and Grant building.
One Gallon Cover 300 Square Fee
o
Gates, who had been working for him visit in California They were delight Liver Tablets. He did so, and Is a well
fast enough.
TWO COATS.
Ties, Hosiery, Hats, Suits, all for
W. N. Kight sold the north eighty at Texline, had stolen $77. Mr. Cook ed with the Pacific coast and think it man today. If troubled with Indlges
acres of his ranch to S. A. Reynold got back most of his money and took the only place to live cutslde of Ra tion, bad taste In hte mouth, lack of Easter, 1903. Simon Stern, the RailGates back with him to Texline.
ton, of course
of Denver; consideration $4,000.
y -appetite or constipation, give tnese road Avenue Clothier.
i
Fruit growers who have examined
on trial, and you are certain to
Tablets
A LUIe Early Riser,
.
I
.
cur
neadquarters
for lace
A Starring Test.
We are
the buds say the recent cold Bpell has now and then, at bedtime, will cure
pleased
the
result
with
more
be
than
draperies and portieres. Albert
tains,
To save a life, Dr. T. G. Merrilt. of
not injured any of the fruit- Some constipation,
For sale at 25 cents per box at all Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
biliousness and liver
tender garden vegetables were slightly trouble. UeV'ltt's Little Early .users No. Mehoopany, Ta., made a startling drug"lets.
o
He
cure.
a
test resulting in wonderful
damaged, but that Is about the extent
Spring suits of superior quality and
are famous little pills that cure by writes, "a patient was attacked with
Samuel Rough has Just closed a deal arousing the
Inspection Satisfactory.
superior workmanship. A picked show'
scrretlons. moving the violent hemorrhages, caused by ulcera
whereby S. W. Wightman of Olio pu
Brigadier Genernl W. IL Whlteman ing of the best products of the season
bowels gently, yet effectually, and giv
I
160
M.
ranch
of
had
often
found
of the stomach.
Elliott
chases the C.
adjutant general of the New Mexico The very latest novelties In the finest
strength to the tion
acres Just east of town: consideration ing such tone and
Electric Bitters excellent for acute National guard, returned to Santa Fe grades of pure wool casBlmert, - and
liver
that
of
stomach
and
glands
the
$8,000. This is the largest sale record
tomach and liver trouble so I prescrib
the cause of the trouble Is removed ed them. The patient gained from th Sunday from a trip through the terrl pure worsted cheviots. The biggest
ed for the year.
tory with Captain Klrby Walker of stock of clothing ever brought to the
entirely,
If their use Is contlued
first, and has not had an attack In four the Fourteenth Cavalry, United States territory. Call around and let us show
J. E. McDonald, assistant superin .'or a few and
no
be
will
return
days,
there
teen months." Electric Bitters are army, on a trip of inspection of the you.
tendent of the Colorado Telephone
SIMON STERN,
company, visited here Tuesday and of the complaint. Sold by B. H. Brlggs positively guaranteed for dyspepsia guard. General Whlteman states that
Avenue Clothier,
Railroad
The
''("
yST "i 9''tt'I
S.
&
TT
Son.
Vann
rented a part nf the upper floor of the & Co.,
Indigestion, constipation and kidney while Captain Walker had but little to
o
oil
your
In
wants
a
can
We
supply
new city hall, where be will locate
troubles. Try them. Only uoc at all say of the result of the Inspection,
ALAMOGORDO.
linoleum. The largest stock
local exchange. An experienced man
druggists.
that he believes on the whole It was cloth, and from
at Albert Faber's 305
to
select
of
from Pueblo will be placed in charge From the News.
satisfactory. Some of the members
avenue.
SANTA
FE.
Railroad
In
county,
Paso
El
was
with
W.
Schofleld
manager
Homer
for San Juan
as
each company were compelled to be
Miss a few days this week.
headquarters at Farmington.
absent from Inspection on account of
Mexican.
New
the
From
W. T. Gilliam of Italy. Tex., Is In the
Fay Arrington has been engaged as lo
SEE THE PRICES. 8EE THE GOODS
their' positions not allowing them to
few
a
will
in
leave
Mrs. N. Salmon
city visiting E. R. Williams.
companies are In
cal day operator.
of
the
Some
attend.
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S5.60 to $40.0u
Mrs. Fred Bowman and Mrs. John days for the Jemez springs, where sh better condition than others, but taken
Harness
ill. I.dl..1 wk l)rifdrt
V"wt'.V HAFF.
Foley's honey and Tar contains no Brelgle have gone to Scranton, Pa., on will remain some time for the benefl generally,
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H
Harness,
$7.50
Plow
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t
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opiates and can safely be given to a visit to relatives.
of her health.
I uLf He alher. Urfeie
r.1 Uii
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$5.25 to $55.00
Saddles
Mexico National guard Is good.
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Nuhalllullon
Santiago Baca and Miss Julian
children. Alvarado Pharmacy.
i I
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Dr. and Mrs. Bryan gave a ball to a
re. TeetlaenlaU
(,
o
Jt MMsr llrlli fl'rllrul
I,llr .! rr. Flnt Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dusparty of their friends last Saturday Qulntana were married at the Guada
,".
f.r I
A. A. Herren, of Finch. Ark., writes.
if
e
SANTA ROSA.
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Rabyrolle.
by
Rev
Th
lupe
church
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
T tlil'i.fr.
I hrealvel t'e
I
evening in the vacant Avis room.
"Foley's Honey and Tar Is the best
'"'ll... H4.
Judge O'Reilly had only one case couple were attended by Amado Ou prepartion for coughs, colds and lung
From the Publican.
15c to $1.M
Whips
The county officers have commenced this week, a man for being drunk and tlerrez and Miss Enaslo Martinez.
trouble. I know that It has cured con
Nuptial mass was eiebrated at il; sumption in the first stages. " Alvarado
the moving of their respective office? asleep on the sidewalk. He paid his
Cathedral by the Very Rev. Anthony Pharmacy.
to this town.
fine of $5 and skipped for El Paso.
o
Born to Mr. and Mrs. A. Huth, a girl Fourchegn, at which Jose Qulntana
Jose Serrano and his estimable wife,
Albuquerque
40u Railroad Avenue
Hall & Learnard.
residents of Puerto de Luna, were vis- Mr. Huth was captured by some of his and Miss Isabella Herrera were united
young
are
couple
The
In
matlmony.
setting
by
leavwas
released
friends but
There is such a thing as a piano baritors to Santa Rosa last Friday,
CO,
W. L. TRIMBLE
ing for home the next day. While In up the cigars to the gentlemen and both residents of Santa Fe.
gain. We have decided to sell all our
was
say
the prettiest U3ed and traded In pianos at figures
What many
tewn they were the guests of Mr. and enndy to the ladles.
Second street, between Kallroad ass
ball game of the season was that play- that Justify us In advertising piano
Mrs. Pedro Carlago.
Jopper -- venae
Liniment.
Best
The
the
Mechanics
and
the
between
ed
investigate.
Call
bargains.
and
Wednesday was a gala day In Santa
great benef.t from Central base ball trams on the SL
derived
"I
have
o
Rosa. Quite a number of visitors from
Horses and Males bought and exehaaf
of Chamberlain's Palo Balm
Elks' Racing Association meeting,
Michael's college campus Sunday afLivery, Bale, Feed and
ed.
Tucumcari and other points were here the use
says
2
lumbago,"
5,
Colo.,
1903.
One
June
ternoon In which the Mechanics were Trinidad,
on San Diego Bay Is an Ideal
"rensfer Stabile
on that day to take part in the festivi- for rheumatism and
Hagelgans, of Tuckahoe, victorious by the score of 7 to 6.
fare for round trip, date of sale, June
summer resort. The climate
ties of the day which included a base Mrs. Anna
It for a sprainN. Salmon, through his attorney, A. 1 and 2, good to return June 7th. F.
Is perfect Open June 1 to
BEIT TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
ball game in the afternoon and a grand N. J. "My husband usedquickly relieved.
was also
ed
back
and
B.
Renehan, has purchased the mort- L. Myers, Agent.
September 30, under manageRed
by
given
evening
the
the
in
dance
Address W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO.
In fact it is the best family liniment gage held by Miguel Chaves, of Tlerra
ment of Hotel del Coronado.
Men.
Indianapolis, Ind., June 9 14, 1903.
Albunucrque. S. H.
I would not tuiin;
I nave ever used.
Amarilla, uon the Nazarlo Gonzales annual meeting Travelers' Protective
Full Information regarding
recommendKidney
Cure?
I
Foley's
It.
Is
have
being
of
wthout
What
property on the north side of San Association of America. Rate one fare
excursion rates, charges at
FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
The mortgage plus $2 for round trip. Pates of sale
Answer: It Is made from a prescrip- ed to many and they always speak Francisco
street.
tent city, etc., from agent
Ladles can depend upon securU
tion of a leading Chicago physician, very highly of It and declare its merits amounted to $4X00 and the purchase June 7 and 8; final rteurn trip June 20.
permanent relief from Irregular
was consummated Saturday.
and one of the most eminent in the are wonderful.' For sale by all
painful periods by using these wafer
ticket
call
at
Information
For
further
Traveling Auditor C. V. SafTord re- office. F, L. Myers, agenu
country.
The Ingredients are the
Safe and sure at all 'traaa.
purest that money can buy, and are
Avoid worthless su .iltutee by purturned recently from a two weeks' ofo
RATON.
chasing only from our agent.
scientifically combined to get their utficial visit to Claytun, Union county;
We have ootained the agency for
Springer, Colfax county; Tucumcari, the products of the new Rio Grande
Pans Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Immost value. Alvarado Pharmacy.
From the Gazette.
porters.
Miss Amy Wilkinson will spend the Quay county, and Mora, Mora county. Woolen mills. Woolens In the piece
LAS CRUCES.
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
summer at he- - home In St. Paul, Minn. At these county scats he inspected the suitable for suits and ladies, skirts
corner Railroad avenue and Third
Frits Bruggeman, who has been at- books of the assessors, collector and and leather suits, now on sale at our
From the Citizen.
street, Albuquerque, N. il., sole agent
treasurer and probate clerk and In- store. Simon Stern, the Railroad aveCol. Enox May and Jefferson Ake tending the Military Institute at Rosofficials
for Bernalillo count- clothier.
new
nue
in
the
engaged
these
structed
while
sprained
his
days'
twenty-threankle
well,
returned from a
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Pennyroyal pills

Every woman loves to think of the
time when a soft little body, all her
own, will nestle In her bosom, fully
satisfying the yearning which lies In
the heart of every good woman. But
yet there Is a black cloud hovering
about the pretty picture In her mind
which fills her with terror. The
dread of childbirth takes away much
of the Joy of motherhood.
And yet It
need not be so. For sometime there
has been upon the market,
and recommended by physicians, a
liniment called

Mower's Friend
which makes childbirth as simple and
easy as nature Intended It. It Is a
strengthening, penetrating liniment,
which the skin readily absorbs
It
gives the muscles elasticity and vigor,
prevents sore breasts, morning sick
ness and the loss of the girlish figure.
An Intelligent mother In Batler, P..
says: Were to need Mother' Friena
gum, 1 would obtuiti 0 bottle it 1 Bad
to pay $5 per bottle for it."
Get Mother's Frlcod at the drug
tore. St per bottle.
1
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CO.,

Atlanta, Ga.
Write (or our free illustrated book.
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AH Clothes Look
....ALIKE....

Bernard and Arthur Schuster are in
the city from El Paso.
Mrs. J. W. Hiirke, of Wlnslow, Is in
When they're piled up on a big
the city visiting friends.
table. You see the Difference
Bert WagRonrr, of Hachlta, N. M.,
is in town on business.
when you put them on.
English, of Silver City, is
George
0
here looking the metropolis over.
STORE looks like
Deputy United States Marshal Goo.
generally speakKaseman will go to Las Vegas tonight
you
ing.
see a big lot of
When
on official business.
clothing piled on tables "head-high- "
Special United States Attorney Ellsit seems to be only a
worth Ingalls was a passenger for Ias
question
of color and price.
Cruces this morning.
Don't stop there. There la someof
a
well
known
citizen
W.
Alters,
J.
thing more important.
Ask
Best quality of material, thoroughSanta Fe, Is In the territorial metropyourself "How about fit, style
ness of workmanship, excellence
olis today on business.
and service."
A. L. Corey, representing the Unof design and finish and superiority
derwood typewriter agency of Denver,
clothing is
in wear are combined in these
is In the city today on business.
they
fit
and
comfort
shoes. As for
D. H. Mclaughlin,
who has been
are unsurpassed.
spending several months here, left
from the ordinary, It has a style
last evening for his home In Denver.
and dignity that Is peculiarly
manages
George Arnot, who
the lo
it's own. We would like the
cal and Helen branches of Gross, Kelly
opportunity of showing you the
STYLE 21 - cloth top, light sole, cain toe,
passenger
this
a
north
&
was
Co.,
laop.
good points of our ready-madmorning.
clothing we could convince you
A. R. Gibson, owner of the Sun- STYLE -- kid upper, medium sole' cain
that our'a IS different In no
mount addition, has returned to San
toe, lace.
time.
ta Fe from a week's business visit
STYLE 3 kid upper, medium sole, round
to San Francisco.
Light weight Summer Suits
toe, pattnt leather tip.
J. W. Edwards and family leave
morning
early
tomorrow
STYLES
bright and
STYLE 9 - kid upper, heavy sole, wi le toe,
U
for the Jemez hot springs, where bis
kid
tip,
A
family will remain for several weeks.
has sold his
Outing Suite
Wlnslow Wetherill
n'k"
PHICS BAKING
INSURED
CO . CHICAGO.
Two Gray Hills trading store to
STAPLE GOODS.
t
Joseph Reitz of Gallup. The gentleU
Hon. J. B Mayo and family have re
Only Reasonable Profits Here.
men are now engaged in taking an moved from Golden to Albuquerque
Window glass, 7c to 3ic.
of the highest and most uniform grade Inventory.
nd will make this city their future
Picture frames, 3(c to $1.50.
are what gives to the purchaser the
Alderman Ed Harsch went to Belen ome. Mr. Mayo and family resided
Playing cards, 10c and 15c.
moat confidence in a dealer. In this
this city during the 80s, where
Camp stools, 20c and 30c.
respect the grocery store of F. F. Trot- this morning on delayed passenger
sev- some of their children were born, and
Four hole camp stove, $1.50,
ter enjoys a reputation for reliability train No. 27, which was held here arriof
late
the
account
on
as well and favorably known, having
hours
eral
Camp beds, $1.40 and $2.90.
teas,
that cannot be questioned. Our
many friends here. Mr. Mayo Is ex- 1 dozen paper plates, 5c.
coffees, sugars, canned goods, cereals, val of mail train No. 7.
100 paper napkins, 10c and 5c.
etc., are always the freshest and best
Members of the Grand Army of the enslvely lnterebted In mining at Gold
Ponds Extract, 45c.
Republic's committee on arrange- en, and has been for many years. He
that can he procured.
Syrup of Figs, 45c.
ments for Memorial day are requested was a member of the Twenty-NintWine of Cardui, 90c.
to le promptly on hand at Edwards' legislature of New Mexico and after
VINHHMMHinMnMBH
ward chairman of the board of county
Epsom salts, per pound, 10c.
parlors this evening at 8 o'clock.
commissioners of Santa Fe county.
I.ydla Pinkham's Blood Purifier, 90c. I
The retail clerks will meet tonight at They will reBlde on East Railroad aveSuccessor to J. L. Bell & Co.
Cutlcura Resolvent, 90c.
regular
a
Is
It
hall.
Pythias
of
Knights
nue.
August Flower, 65c.
meeting and some Important business
.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
1 dozen Seldlitz powders, 30c,
In a letter to The Citizen Hon. Frank
will be transacted. A full attendance
A. Hubbell, writing from his sheep
Bromo Seltzer. 7c and 10c.
twenty
new
mem
About
requested.
is
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE
Magdalena
and
THE MAZE,
the
in
down
anch
Initiated.
Has moved to the corner of Fourth and bers will lie
Mogollon ranges, says he commenced
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
all
to
do
This office is prepared
Railroad avenue, where we ate now
o
hearing his flocks of sheep on May
u. n. oinurm o ouno,
prepared to furnish home-madbread, kinds of work, such as letterneaas, 8th. and will finish the Job about June
For piano bargains call at Hall &
cakes, pies, etc., of the best quality at billheads, envelopes, posters, wedding
after which he will return to the Learnard'B.
UNDERTAKERS
reasonable prices. Give us a trial and Invitations, business cards, visiting city. He reports lambing the best for
License f8, Colorado State Hoard
sutlsfy yourselves.
Fresn Cut Flowers,
cards, etc., at moderate prices, Give many years past, and says about 100
of Health,
Best Grades..
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
IVES, THE FLORIST
us a call.
per cent of the lambs dropped have
Corner of Fourth street and Railroad
een saved. He also says the ranges
C. F. Wolf, who has been stopping
Mrs. D. D. Coverdale at the No Name
Prompt and Careful Service
avenue. Phone A 15.
at Phoenix, Ariz., is in the city for a down in Socorro and Sierra counties store has Just received a line of noCotton add Rubber
o
resort
beare in extra fine condition, there
few days and is at the meBa
belts,
CHAPEL AND PARLORS
beads,
consisting
of
OFFICE,
fans,
tions
First Street Natatorlum.
Mr. Wolf is ng plenty of pood grass and water in
Carden Hose
& Robinson.
la of Haines
The First street natatorlum
mits, fancy pique stocks and a goodly
North 8econd ftb
of Messrs. Stein and abundance.
stylish
open every day from 10 a. m. to 10 a special friend
turnovers.
The
supply of those
BOTH PHONES.
Davis, who are there.
C. C. Hail, the merchandise broker, latest novelty in petal crowns are also
p. m. Ladies and gentlemen will find
F.,
O.
O.
I.
17,
a
morning
business
No.
from
lodge
this
returned
Harmony
on dlplay. Call and see them.
Hose Nozzles
this resort first class In all Its appointevening. trip to the northern part of the terriments. Tuesday nights will be reserved meets In regular session this
will tory and southern Colorado. Mr. Hall
Lawn
Dancing at Colombo hall June 2.
for private parties if engaged on or be- Business of much Importance
MONEY TO LOAN
come before the lodge and every real says that the cowboys of the Trinidad music by full orchestra. Go and have
previous
terms
Saturday.
For
fore
the
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any
Lawn Rakes
rtpnt member should be present. By country are already talking about the a good time with the Retail Clerks.
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that Is necessary.
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The Body Is Better Without Drugs.
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U Morrison
Can You Give a Rational Definition of Osteopathy ?
and
last night, and left, via San Francisco,
Agents for Carhart Uulon
Osteopathy Is a eystem of theraputlca, based upon a thorough knowlfor Manila, P. I., where be expects
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...Made Overalls...
remembered that Mr. Morrison served
upon the body aa a perfect living, automatic machine. There are mora
creditably as a sargenat in the First
defective epinea on earth than paupera. Get your tplne In good shape
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"Rough Riders," in the Spanish-Americawar, and he expects to find
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D. O.
I
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
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some of his old comrades In the
Philippine Islands.
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